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Mir aryonew•
"KING AND THE CHORUS GIRL" SMASH HIT AT HE ORPHEUM SUP,. MON.; TYRONE POWER COMING THURSDAY
Fulton
Your Farm ll And I It Paper - - Supcn r (
lor 
‘11 liti FULTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, Pitagt•H 211, 19,17
I Al fairrkfift/4 to Eastes S11.11.4'1.4 /lc$1,200 IN CASH TO BE
§,t AWARDED CHILDREN
IN FULTON TERRITORY
4
oF (,old)" CAMPAIGN 11 ILL BRING
1WI PRIZES; ENTER YOUR (.1111,11 TODAY
—DON'T DELA Y—COVE TO INTERS!
OFFICE OVER EVANS DRUG STORE LAKE STREET
PARENTS, IF YOU LOVE Vol It
CHILD, THIS IS YOUR 011'OR-
T11'NITY TO LAY ASIISE A NI('E
MUM TO SEND HIM OR HER To
(vi,LEGE OR GIVE THEM A
START IN LIFE---AND WITH A
MINIMUM AMOUNT OF EFFORT.
The Fulton News is Kele1 to an -
newel. to its leaders, and to the
public generally of this seethe' the
lust unique and interesting distri-
bution of cash awards in its history
the elfcring of a total of $1200 in
prizes and commissions. The first
prize is $500.00, and the fourth is
*50.00.
prrzes and cianinissions will
go o he children between the ages
I 6 nientlis end 12 pane in whut is
to at' the greatest nineva-
tem el its kind in the lirtery
heal newspapering. a veritable
-Sim Wet 1.1 Gold "
leinit•s and childriai. It mark.. a step
for aid by Theakulten ;sews.
pulley has always been service a
step ferward to serve the el»h11.1.11
in till:4 section and to make it pus-
siele fur them later in life, to go to
cellege, enter business and dustier*"
other filings 1,vhieli might (It) erwiee
lie barred to tilt II; i.)i ever
Train Wrecks Friday
On Edgewood Cutoff
Traffic over the Edgewood cut-
off was delayed III hours until
wreckage from 10 loaded coal cars,
which welt. dt•railial between Dub-
lin and Fancy Friday after-
neen. could be cleared. l'he body of
Will Evans, Paducah, wax found
I uried beliVatil ti tIS Of coal.
G. .1. Willingham, Fulton, train-
'neater fer the Illinois Central, in-
veatigated the wreck. Conductor
George Geurley, of Memphis, said
tile derailment visas probally caused
by a bri,ken arch liar Tliere were
eighty cars in the train.
Trammaster
the wink of the wreckine mews frem
Paducah and Fulten in clearing the
til'i•I'IS :MCI laying new rails
FULTON 110SPIT.11,
Frank Seiitt was dismisaed nom
the Fultee Hospital Wednesday af-
ter On elide:ten:II operation.
Mrs. Walter Joyner is mproving
at the Fulton liespital.
Jim Fields was dismissed from
the Felten hospital Sunday after a
The Campaign headquarters of cattaract eperatien.
the Fulton NEWS -Shower of Gold Mrs. H. (;. Butler and baby were
Prize Campaign for Children" will dismissed from the hospital Sunday.
be located at the newspaper (office Mrs. Willie !turd of Dyersburg,
on Fourth-st Extension near the Tenn underwent a minor operation
tirpheum Theatre. D. H. GoodwiniChe Fulton hospital Friday night.
will be in charge. All candidates as rs. Wilburn Holloway and son
well as others seeking intormation were dismissed from the Fultun
about the canAuditt., stuoktu s hospitsii Sunday.
there. The tele Wet ate fft Ale, • ' labs wand Mrs. Eugene Curning-
You love your children We know ham of Crutchfield announce the
that, and devotedly. In tact. there hii th if a nine pound daughter,
IS nothing a proud paren,1 willowy. Mary Jean born Saturday morning
do to make certain .the future. nap--ner.the hospital.
piness of their child or baby. Mr, and Mrs. Clement Lawson of
Fulton News is net asking' ratiArlic. kiln( tkannounce the birth of a son
parents and guardians. What we de- avids$eung, born Sunday, March
a.sk is that you help your child by
doing your bit for them by enter-
ing your child in this great—Shower
of Gold" distribution, a contest
which is not based on beauty or
popularity, but upon daily work
it a pleasing nature during their
spree time. The -Shower of Gold"
campaign officially opens during the
next few days and closes in eight
short weeks, beginning with the
first published list of candidates.
Enter Your Child Today
It is easy to enter your bogy or
your child. It costs nothing to enter
this -Shower of Gold" campaign
for your boy or girl. Fill out the
"entry blank" which you will find
on another page of this paper and
it will start you with 5,000 votes,
bring it to The Fulton 'News office
and get the full details of this un-
usual offer to help your boy or girl
build for themselves a fund suffic-
ient to pay their way through col-
lege or start them in business when
the time comes for them to launch
44 
out on their own responsibility.
The next thing to do is to bring
in your own subscription for one to
five years to The Fulton News with
seven or eight of your friends sub-
scriptions and your boy or girl will
receive 250 000 extra votes as a
starter. Each candidate is allowed
seven "Opportunity" coupons which
when accompanied by $15.00 worth
of subscriptions to The Fulton News
gives you more than half a million
votes to start. The best way to start
is to come and talk with the cam-
paign manager personally. He will
give you his advice and the service
of a field worker to help you get
started on the way.
Nothing Difficult
There is nothing difficult about
this offer. All you have to do is to
secure subscriptions among friends
and relatives during your spare
time, in order to win the $500.00 in
cash or one of the other big cash
prizes. This offer is extraordinary,
the first of its kind ever made in
this section of the country. It is
grand opportunity for your boy or
girl, whether you are now a reader
of The News or not. To show your
frineds and relatives that you love
your child, that you are planning
ran Musty and years in advance for
the pneaserity anti well being if
your dearest possession, that prec-
ious child of yours So dependent
noe but later in life to be the full
grown realization and pride of your
t‘ndest dreams
The people es whom you go to
get subscriptions will admire your
spirit, your determination to help
your boy or girl and they will warit
to help in smoothing the prolot ay
of life for your child Vou will be
giving just a bit of effort for the
future of your baby or little child
—
THERE'S noul IN STORE Foil
YOU- ENTER YOUR CHILD BE-
FORE IT IS TOO LATE.
.k
21. at the hospital.
Mrs. Berta' Hannah of Route 4
underwent a minor eperation at
the hospital Monday. She was dis-
mieW Wednesday.
H. T'St alifilhaiss was dismissed
from the hospitar Viedheaday after
treatment.
DEATHS
Mr. 0.C. Wolberton died Thurs-
day, March 113th at two o'clock at
his home on the Hickman highway
after contivd illness.
He wasarr active member of the
Union Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, a member of the Masonic
Lodge, and a very influential citizen
and farmer of tre county.
Heis surviwedby his widow, two
sons Waltr of Springfield, Ohio and
Edward of Fulton; two daughters,
Mrs. MarieSatterfield of Hickman
and Miss. Louise of Fulton, and two
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Friday
afternoon at two O'clock at Union
conducted by Mrs Lettie Clements
elf Dresden, Tenn. Burial followed
in that cemetery in charge of Wind-
stea - Jones Funeral Company,
Business IntprorernentN
and Changes in Fulton
J N. MeNeilly will move his gro-
cery April 1 from his old stand cor-
ner State Line and Church streets,
to the Nolan building or Main-st
This building is being reconditioned
and repainted.
Andrews Jewelry Store is doing
a bit of improvement. The front
windows are being reworked, in a
modernistic finish.
P. C. Ford up at the Usona Hotel
is doing quite a lot of changing a-
round, and making his hotel more
attractive and comfortable
gueses.
Buck's Bar & Liquor Store is re-
model lug anti redecorating.
The Smokehouse is having its
front repainted with a bright new
spring color.
Work is going forward on the new
Warner Theatre building on Main-
st, as steel supports are installed
this week.
Improvements are being done at
various homes hece Screens me
being prepared for installation be-
fore the arrival of (hes and mos-
quitoes.
New Spring colors are in style
at the Arcade barber and beauty
shop on Lake-st where the interior
and exterior of tap building have
been repainted Hornbeak Bakery
next door is also receiving a new
ssit of paint.
Lowe's Cafe has been beautifully
osi4,11e. With more to follow, in-
cluding the flier and exterior.
1 a
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CFA jai.'
ell Naftali IIIN
/reform. t(lA 11e1(1 It 1,foral ( 1iii /1(1
I.. 'ii to Slate
1•RANIsitilit. Its.. Mar. 23—
Circuit Judge William It. Ardery
upheld constitutionality of the
new slate tii  tali law but
held that coat:1111 SCCiions are iii.
Sand.
Judge Arder% held that the
tem requiring 4 lisearand and
wile to aggregate their incomes
for tax put-posies was invalid and
also ruled that the legislature
cannot tax salaries paid la the
federal government 'ii parr to
elective Wilton re the state.
FRANKFORT, Ky Mar 23
Kentuckians who fretted them:4.15e1
half-gray figuring out them federal
insurer tax returns, can Imish the
Joh between now und Api ii 15 by
Idling eut and paying their state
act ,me levy.
The suite ineome tax, payable for
the first trine this year, is due on or
before April 15 on ',mettle for 1936.
It apple's to all single persons hav-
ing a tilt income of $1,000 a year or
more or a gross invent. rif $1,500,
and mai lied persom, %kith Ilet income
of $22.500 go as merene of $3,000.
All inaiveluals in those classifies-
bins must make Li return, even
though thatuctiens and exemptions
result in absence nf for any
payment.
While the bulk (if the returns are
due April 15, individuals and Mr -
pOratigMH who operate on a fiscal
year basis inuat make their returns
on or befere the fifteenth day et the
fourth month follewing the Ouse (it
the fiscal year. In ether woriss ;1
an individual's fiscal year ends
income tax return 
September 30. • .1 •la
nst sits,
SOCIALS
CLUB FRIDAY NIGHT
Entertaimeg Cs.o. resular Tues-
day night club. 'Mr. and Mrs. Geor-
ge I ic.-IOT WI•1•1. lutst and hostess to
a bridge party Friday night at their
helm' Eddings Street.
The three. tables of club members
were present who Clijnyed serial
games of popgressive contract. Iligh
stage plat:, WIT(' pieseeted te Mrs.
Abe Jolley and Dr. J. L. Jones.
Early in the evening a w ell-plan-
red put-luck supper was served.
L.OTTIE MOON CIRCLE
MONDAY NIGHT
The Lonie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Woman's Missionary
Union met Monday night with Miss
Mignon Wright at her home on Oak
Street. with Mrs. Tim Beadles, co-
hostess. Nineteen old members were
present with three new members:
Mrs. Russell Rudd, Mrs. Robert Bell,
and Mrs. Uel Killebrew.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by the president, Miss Annie
Lee Cochran, who presided over the
business session. The minutes of the
previous meeting were read by the
secretary, Miss Mignon Wright. and
approved. The treasurer, Mrs. Char-
les Walker, made a financial report.;
It was decided that Easter cards,
would be sent to shut-ins.
The program, "Stewardship," was
in charge of Mrs. Woodrow Fuller.
She was assisted by Mrs. Clyde
Fields and Mrs. Cornelius Edwards
who gave the devotional.
After the program the meeting
was dismissed with prayer by Mrs.
Rachel Elledge Parish.
A social hour was enjoyed durum
which time the hostesses served del-
icious refreshments.
NIMBLE THIMBLE MEETING
The Nimble Thimble Sewing Club!
of Fulton met Thursday night with
Mrs Frank Brady at her home on
Eddings Street.
Nine regular members were pre-
sent with two visitors. Mrs. Atkins
Cole, and Mrs. Charles Haley.
After an evening of informal en-
tertainment and sewing the hest- •
ess served delightful refreshments
The club will meet next week
at the home of Mrs. Virgil Davis.
ANNIE W. ARMSTRONG
CIRCLE MONDAY NIGHT
The Annie W. Armstrong Circle
of the First Baptist Woman's Mis-
sionary Union met Monday night,
March•22nd, with Mrs Leon Hutch-
inearat her home on Bates-st with
Miss Adelle Rhodes, joint hostess.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by the president. Mrs. J. A.
Hemphill. who presided ever the
meeting. The secretary, Mrs. Hugh
Meth n, called the roll and read
the tiles of the previous meet-
-1( 'were approved. Sixteen
regula members answered the roll
call with three new members, Mrs
Bill Abel, Mrs. \ odie Richardson ,
and Mrs Borce Dumas. The treas.,
er, Mrs. Leon Hutchins, made a
Arline! report
Miss Myra Scearce. Bible lead-
er, gave an interesting program. her ,
topic being "Christ, the Saul r."
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett gave an article
Stewardship. They were assisted
Y Met Nip Aired and Mrs. 'nigh
Rushton
After the program. the meeting
'WAS closed with prayer by Miss
Sevarce. A delightful social hour ,
was enjoyed during us tech time the
host efts served de/ightful refresh-
i ntents, carrying out the Easter mo-tif
This circle will meet in two weeks
at the home of Mrs. Malcolm Bell
on Park-au' with Mrs. Earl Collinsjoint hostess
Again we (seam to the annual (di
servant* of the occasion upon Will,
Mir hope and faith Is founded—
glorious Easter and hew fitting it
is that the promise la the reser rig.,
rem and immortality should be re-
newed at the splingtune of the
seal, when nature herself is mice
reel(' enarting the annual miracle
air every tree and shrub!
Easter, Sunday, Marrh 28th will
he observed by local churches with
special programs and services be-
ing arranged in mos! Instances. The
day will be consecrated to the
memory of "The Risen Chi it.''
The following 1.r4Nrsam is all-
twunced for tlie First Methedist
Chura,h by Rev. E M. Mathis. pas-
tor. Morning services at II o'clock;
A special Easter musical program
will be rendered by the choir fel-
lewed by a short sermon by the
proton His subject will be "The
1(154 II Christ." At the close of till'
StbeTihnellaccrption of members will
At the morning offering it is ex-
pected to raise full assessment for
benevolence for year which is $900
Vesper services: Special musical
program, followed by sermon, "A
Sunday Afternoon Walk."
Rev, J. S. Robinson of tits rasa
Presbyterian Church will deli'.  r a
sermoal, "The New Life," at the
11 o'cl.ek hour. A special musical
relevant will be carried 1/11i.
At the First Christian Church of
St heal Rev. W. D. Ryan is pastor, a
umfied service of Church School
;led church worship will be a fell-
Ill' of the Easter observance. This
I vice will begin at 9:45 A M.
II e ter will :peak on: -Act-aw-
e e Abundant Life." Emphasis
s :II be placed on individual enliat-
- ar.t. in the Christian life. 're.-, 1
ill be presented. a 5Opri1110 $1111) by
alias Kathryn Koelling, -God is
Love," and a duet by Mesdames
Seliga Evans and Lon Berninger,
Lilies."
The clads h will be especiall dec-
melted u4der the direction or a corn-
y ,(tee ofesisting of Mrs. Ira Little
l'iZsr.rinid4ield Martin and Dudley
At the Easter evening service's at
seven o'clock, the mister will speak
on "Living the Abundant Life."
Old Palter hymns will be sung and
the uance of baptism will be ob-
forlliose who have made
decisions. 
entral Church of Christ.
awes Reynolds, minister,
the following program will be giv-
en: Bible Study 9:45. Preaching at
10:45, subject "Trials and How Te
Bear rla:m." Communion 11:40,
Yeung People's Class 6:00; Evening
St I• -hip and preaching 7:00, subject
"Silf tering With Christ " Ladies
ilibe Class with Mrs. T. C. Nelms.
Reed-st, Monday, 3 p. nu. Lesson:
Jahn. chaptre 8.
At the First Baptist Church with
Rev. Woodrow Fuller, pastor, spec-
ial Easter music is planned, and the
Paster will deliver appropriate ser-
00,0) at the preachng services.
I. C. NEWS
Ilerbert Williams Jr.. secretary
to Superintendent J. W. Kern. Pa-
ducah, spent the week end in Ful-
ton with sis is:rents.
P. II. Ryan Traveling Engineer,
Paducah, spent last Monday night
in Fulton, going to Memphis Tues-
day morning.
H. W. Williams. Trainmaster. of
Fulton, attended International Safe-
ty Meeting at the Peabody Hotel at
Memphis Tuesday of this week.
W. R. Hovious, Claim Agent. of
Memphis, was in Fulton Wednes-
day on official business.
A. W. Ellington. Trainmaster, of
Jackson. was in Fulton Tuesday
morning of this week, attending to
to company business. He was ac-
cempanied by his scretary, Robert
Witty.
W. H. Purcell, Supervisor was in
Wickliffe the first part of the week
on company business.
The Fulton and Bluford districts
fa the Illinois Central System, held
their first quarterly Safety meet-
ing in the office of Trainmaster
Williams here at 730 p. m. Monday
A good representation of the var-
ious departments was present, and
a very interesting session was held.
These meetings are held quarterly
in the interest of safetly to the ern-
ployes engaged in various duties
pertaining to the operation of the
railroad.
J. W. Kern, Superintendent. Pa-
ducah. was in the city Wednesday
night of this week, on official bus-
iness.
'r. J. Quigley, General Superin-
tendent Southern Lines. New Or-
leans, passed through Fulton Wed-
nesday morning enroute to the
seuth.
G J. Williaghans Trainmaster of
Bluford District, attended a staff
meeting in the Superintendent's
office at Carbondale, Thursday of
this week.
TI.ASKETBALL
In the basketball game Wednes-
day night at the Scinece Hall be-
tween the Fulton High School Bull-
dogs and the Ft,11on All-Stars, the
\11-Stars won 24 to 12. It was a
1, refit game for PeeWee Nanne,y,
stIr high player. who was injured
!f' :P regional tournament.
i a TARS POS. FULTON
Powers 4 RP' 5 Dunn
Peeples 12 I,F Hunter
Csrter 2 C 5 Genung
Beadles 4 RG
Killebrew 2 Lt1 Parker
Shaugnessy playett 55a., adopted
here Sunday iii a illlvtmg of club
owners end other executives during
which plans for the 1 1337 campaign
were diseu.ssed.
lir. Frank II Bassett, Hopkiruiville
president, was iii charge of the ses-
sions, which had representatives
from Lexington, 0wenaterio, Jack-
son, Union City, Fulton, Mayfield,
Paducah and Hopkinsville
Despite the passing of the vote to
stage the Shaugneasy playoff, the
ague decided te sward the pennant
to the club with the best everable at
the cenclusem of the regular
sulealule
Plan Another Series
The winners of tie. playoff will
meet champions of some other Class
circuit, the officials decided.
Last reason the split season was
used, but after discussion of the
merits of the Staffignessy playoff
system, based upon the experience
of G. E. Gilland of the St. Louis
Brooms, and others, it was decided
that the latter offered many ad-
vantages, chief of which was increas-
ed enth USILISM of participating
teams. It was explained that the
Shaugnessy playoff created greater
nn mil tau fill! ..,r,intlir.otintioninortehroofutghheoult the
rest:Tin";
r luta, who were given gretaer m-
ane thirteenth annual l,l an and centive to fight for positions.
guest night of Ow Futter) Lien's Club Represt•ntatives of all learns voted
was held Thursday night, March Its ter the playoff: Lexington, W. C
at the First Methodist Church, with IFanning; Jackson. Harvey Gilland:
a well 
-planned banquet, was Union City, Cecil M,se••: Fulton, J. E.
•ittimiled by about thirty-five ihcm• il;,,,!a•hhoc Ma‘t;e1(i. D. E. Hutchi-
burs and a hundred visauss .o.e: Ladm Itelland Bryan; Hop-
were served by the WOIlliffi'S Mi. - G N. Duffer: Owensboro,
sriary Sia•iety of the First Milli- Hugh Ws-,e
'III t Church. in the playoff, first and fourth
TM church 55 as beautaully due- leading teams and second and third
oroted with baskets and tieca et col- leading teams will play best three
arm! spring (boxers attractively or- out of five series. Then winners of
ranged. Small bouquets relined tile (Ids series w ill engage in best four
center pieces of the tables ;tild a out of seven series.Lovely corsage was placed at each Pairings for opening day are
or the ladies' plates. Jzii•ssen-Lexington: Fultoe-Union
The president of the club, Dr. J. L. Coy; Paducah. Mayfield: Hopkins-
Junes,. acted as toastmaster and ville-Owensboro, with these teams
most 'graciously aelcomed the 'is- opening the season together. Sun-
arms. For the occasion the Southern day games are to be equally distro
Colonial Orchestra was present and buted.
furnished music for one hour. Dr. President Bassett presented a five-
Jones introduced the presidents of game schedule, of three and two
the Hickman. Clinton. Paducah. and game series. Hugh Wars Oweesbero,
Mayfield clubs, who made brief introduced motion that six-game ser-
talks A seta by Sive Wiley was ies be used, but this met opposition
enjoyed, foliated by a talk by the on ground that it made too many
Resitki M. this. Dr. Ames then games away from home. Lexington,
introduced the Honorable Milton Jackson and Fulton favored
Anderson of Wickliffe, Kentucky, more than three contests in each
who was guest speaker. , town. while Mayfield. Union City,
Out-al-town guests were Mr. and 'Paducah. Owensboro and Hopkins-
Mrs Malan Anderson of Wickliffe, ville voted for not mere than four.
Dr. J. N. Bailey and Lee Powell. Mr.! In the playoffs it was decided
Sam Sloan and Frank Young of Pa- that hte four teams would receive
ducats Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Harming- la percentage of 50-50, with 10 per
ten. and Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Rhodes 'cent going into the league sinking
of Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Al- fund.
exander of Clinton; and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Stokes of Hickman.
Mmebers of the Lions Club pre-
sent were: J. E. Fall, Paul Hornbeak,
Smith Atkins, A. G. Baldridge, W. E.
Bynum, Sandolph Cohn. Frank
Beadles. W. C. Graham, Vodie Har-
din, Dr. M. W. Haws. George Hes-
ter, Bailey Huddleston, Dr. J. L. I April I, as a guarantee payment a-
Jones, John Koehn, Leuis Kasnow, gainst violation of any constitution
Rev. E. M. Mathis, C. H. Melton, fund to be returned at close of seas-
Harold Owen, G. M. Roach, F. H. on It was agreed that each club
must provide an official scorer at not
less than $1, who is to record all
Moore. 
games. box scores and averages of
: .
players to be provided by a leagu_e
Their guests were Mrs S. 
statistician. 
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mr. and Mrs
RAILROAD EMPLOYEES KITTY LOOP ADOPTS 
HOLDJOINT MEETING SHAUGNESSY SYSTEM
issisese.. et the Milford and Ful-
ton districts et the Illinois Central
System, held their first quaint'
joint safety meeting here Monday
night, with some 35 present. II W
Williams, Trainmaster here, pre-
sided over the meeting, arid ex-
presaed his appreciation of the at-
tendanee. lie pointed out by re-
ports of the Interstate Commerce
commission, that the Illinois Con-
tras advanced from 23rd place ill
Group A railroads in 1936 to 19th
place in 1937.
G. J. Willingham recently ap-
pointed trainmaster of the Bharad
dsitrict, talked interestingly the
safety program, and how every em-
ploye is an important link in pro-
motion of greater safety to all.
P. 11 Ryan, Travehrig Engineer.
J. J. Hill, assistant trammuste, and
S. It. Mauldin, general feremari of
the Fulton shops, talked briefly on
the safety program. Plans wore dis-
cussed to wage a safety campaign
in an effort te win the President's
cup in the Kentucky Division this
year. This division won the cup in
1935.
l.,ru,s ( //irlda
Pgidis. 3. G. P.ernms. V. A. Richard-
son. Dr, Russell Rudd, R. E San-
ford, Sam Smith. Abe Thompson,
Steve Wiley, Vs'. L. Roper and Hoyt
Hunter Khasell, Mrs. A. G. Bald- WATER VALLEY
ridge, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Browder. The Ladies School Club met withMrs. W. E. Bynum. Mr. and Mrs. Mesdames Rob Taylor and ChristineLynn Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. Seldon
Cohn. Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs.
Glenn Wiseman. George Beadles,
Mrs W. C. Graham, Mrs. Vodie Har-
din, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Weeks. Mrs.
M. W. Haws, Mr. and Mrs. Gid Will-
ingham. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mur-
phy, Mrs. George Hester, Mrs. J. L.
Jones, Dr. and Mrs. D. L. Jones.
Mrs. John Koehn, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Andrews, Mrs. Sarah
Meacham, Mrs. E. M. Mathis, Mrs.
C. H. Melton, Mrs. Harold Owen,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Owen, Mrs
G. M. Roach, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Bondurant, Miss Mary Hill, Bonus
Callihan, Mrs. F. H. Riddle. Harold
and Alton Riddle, Mrs. J. G. Reeves,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bondurant,
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Davies, Mr. and
Mrs. Mansfield Martin. Mrs. Russell
Rudd, Rev. and Mrs. Woodrow Fid-
ler, Mrs. R. E. Sanford, Mrs. Sam
Smith. Mrs. Abe Thompson, Mrs
Steve Wiley. Mrs. VI. L. Roper, J. R.
Graham. Misses Ruth and Mildred
Graham, Miss Mignon Wright, Miss
Inez Earp, Mrs, Hoyt Moore. Miss
Dorothy Granberry. Mrs. Eunice
Robinson. and Mrs. 7,11:1Q" Chapman.
Visiting teams will be guaranteed
S4U. or 30 percent of gate, at general
admission of 25 cents. Bassett an-
nounced that a certified check in
the amount equal to one-half of the
monhtly salary limit per club must
be mailed to the president of the
National Association not later than
Buckingham. There were 26 pres-
ent.
Mrs. Ed Wheeler formerly of Mt.
Zion neighborhood died at her home
in Piggott, Ark. Mr. and Mrs. Tons
McAlister and Rev. Sam Hicks
from here attended the funeral.
Dr. C. B. Bard has a new car.
Bruce Henderson suffered a
broken arm last week while play-
ing volley ball.
Rev. C. A. Morrison preached at
the Baptist church last Sunday.
Dr. C. B. Bard was in Nashville
last Friday on business.
T. B and Eugene Pewitt and
Doyce Owens and Catherine Lamb
have the measles.
Mrs Rachel Copeland left here
Tuesday morning for her home in
South Carolina.
Mrs. J. T. Bard spent Wednes.day
and Thursday night with Mrs. C.
B. Bard.
Boyce Mobley spent last week
end with Nadine Hicks.
Katherine French spent Friday
night with Odelle Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim McAlister and
daughter spent Friday with Lon
McAlister.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Cannon. Jean
Cannon and Laura C. Bard motored
to Hickman this week.Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Holloway Mrs. Willie Latta is visitinf her
announce the birth of a son, born daughter in Huntington. W. a a.Friday morning at the Fulton hos- Madeline and Helen Hendersonpital, pent last week with June Gossurri.Mayor and Mrs. Paul Deal:5.er an-
nounce the birth of a seven
-pound FARM HOME BURNSdaughter, born Friday morning at NORTH OF FITTONtheir home on the Mayfitai highway.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Royal are
the proud parents of a son, born Sat-
urday. March 20, at St. Mrry's hos-
pital in Centralia. Illinois. Mrs Roy- state road, was destroyed by fire.
al is the former Geraldine Hundley and several out-buildings were
of Fulton. Ky. damaged. The fire eas started
Mr. and Mrs H. G. Butler of near when sparks from a flue fell on the
Fulton announce the birth of a six shiner roof.pound daughter. born Thursday of The local fire department re-test week at the Fulton hospital. sponded to the call. but was too late
Both mother and baby are doing to save the building_ However, most
nicely, of the contents were salvaged.
BIRTHS
Tuesday morning aLout 9.30 the
home of Mrs. Sidhey Bard. three
miles north of Fulton, on the old
oak
ill it helps pay local taxes, thus keep- have to tolerate; just another noesiee
mg that much tax burden off you, to the safety of all who drive the
Fifth it helps to support local chur- same road he does.
ches, institutions, organi7ations. etc., -----
helping every resident. Sixth it helps THAT AUTO HORN
build up local trade and thus pro- ,
vided more employment for local The horn on an automobile is a
people. very useful gadget in an emergency,
to grow and thus attract attention but it's an infernal nuisance in the
and bring in new business and Indus- hands of a driver who seems to
tries, which prtivide more jobs. think all occasions on the road are
Eighth it brings a feeling of satis- emergencies It's a nuisance when
faction that you are helping your- the boy friend stops in front of the
self and your neighbors through house where the gal friend lives and
helping the community. Ninth it en- honks and honks to invite her out
ables you to get the best values as for a ride. It's a nuisance when the
the local merchant is here perman- impatient driver thinks he can move
ently to give you the best satisfac- a long string of cars massed before
tion. Tenth it is good business all a- him simply by blasting away on his
round. horn.
GUMMI WIT= Observe the most careful drivers
•••••=1.•
More proof that the world is get-
ting better comes in an announce- ,
ment that one of the largest truck-
ing companies south of the Ohio riv-
er has employed a minister of the
gospel to devote his entire time to
teaching its drivers courtesy and pol-
iteness. Of course every Fulton met-
twist who has ever had occasion to
"argue it out" with a truck-driver
will agree that it's about time the
truckers took a few lessons in court-
esy. But the trucker has his griev-
ances too. The main point of interestjust now, however, is that the men
who own big trucking lines are un-
dergoing a change of heart, and have
reached the conclusion that if they
get business from the people they'll
have to treat the people in a court-
eous manner on the road as well as
off of it So it looks like the world
is getting better.
HOW TO GET IT
With the spring building season
at hand hand it is possible that quite
a few people around Fulton who
contemplate making improvements
will be wondering how to go about
securing a loan from the Federal
Housing Administration. The pro-ject has been a success so far, and
recently congress voted to extend
its functons until March 1. l93S. So
anyone desiring to promote a loan
for either building or improvements
of any description should write to
The Federal Housing Administra-
tion. 1001 Vermont Ave.. N. W..
Washington. D. C. Bulletins will be
provided showing terms under which
around Fulton and you will find that
they seldom feel it necessary to re-
sort to the horn. They do not look
upon it as the motive power of the
car, although there are many driv-
ers who seem to think that it is.
They do not use it as an instrument
for "bluffing" other drivers into
conceding them right-of-way, and
they are too courteous to use it when
there is danger of confusing another
driver, and as quite often happens,
cause him to place himself and those
about him in danger.
One lesson for the new driver to
learn, and there are a lot of older
drivers who do not seem to have
learned it yet, is that the noisy, con-
tinued blowing of an automobile
horn is an abomination to the ears
of most people and that he who uses
the horn except in an emergency
cannot be rated as a competent
driver. It was put on the car for but
one purpose. and that purpose is it's
use only when danger lingers near
and a warning signal is necessary.
THE WORK ONES LIKES.
Fortunate indeed is the individual
who enjoys his work. There is
something vital in the attitude a
man takes toward his profession or
vacation.
No precaher ever has been great
who did not enjoy preaching. A
skilled surgen excels in his pro-
fession because a great love for his
work has promoted him to delve a
little deeper in to the screts of ana-
tomy. No editor who did not love
his readers has ever made a pro-
found impression upon society. Fi-
ancial emuneration always is a sec-
COLLARhSe
Pique and lace.
White & Pastel.
NEW BELTS
10 2V
SMA: 1:
HANKIES
Nicely embroid-
ered and hem-
stitched.
EASTER
SMART ACCESSORIES
YOU'LL NEED FOR
your Spring outfit.
New things that will put new life in
HAND BAGS
25 49e
Washable white
bags in the newest
and smartest of
styles. Many syles
to choose from.
HOSIERY 69(
Beautiful full
fahioned hose Al!
•
BOUTON-
NIERES 10(
Lovely realistic
flowers.
BALDRIDGE'S
5e-10e-25e STORE
THE HEN FRANKLIN STORE rULTON, KY.
Thi Fulhin ('otat.'y .N.cus
.1 Paul Illoshrri, Nflot Fditor
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June
Mt, 1933, at the post offita• at Fulton,
KY , under the act of March 3, 1879.
OFUTUAICES, Cards of Thanks.
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rate of lc per word.
I ill. I. I I t);\I tIL N \ NI:Nk" FPI
bt` ;Oh and blank
applitsiotinsi will also be hew .irded
out aequest. There's a lot of property
around here in dire need of improve•
meat, and if a federal loan on long-
time and easy payments can be ar-
ranged for this purpose, the opnor•
tunity for doing Sc' slundd be takei
advantage of. There Is no COM a
tached to making a request for th
nformation you ask for.
ROAD PESTS
List anti mug tle• road ta,sts of this
EGGS IN A RASKET modern age the man Nk ho takes his
half of the road in the middle If you
There is an old saying that YOU are driving behind him and are in
should not put all of your eggs in noire of a hurry than he is. you al-
one basket. That probably holds true ways notice, that 'ahile driving hein a majority of cases, but in one is paying more attention to the pass-
ing we know of, it is far from the scenery than he is to the eon-truth. We refer to buying at home. dition of traffic. His car wobbles thisIn this case it pays to put all your
eggs into one basket, for you get way and that, anti you are tower-
back a dividend on them. min as to just what he is going to do.II.' never makes any signs as to his
The family that makes every pos- intention of changing his direetion,
sible effort to buy everything they and passing him on a narrow road
need and want in their home coin- is a dangerous operation Ile may
mumty benefits in many ways. First decide to swerve over in your dir-
of all there is an actual saving, for ection any second. lie drives more
it costs money to buy outside. wheth. slowly than the pressing of traffic.
er you know it or not. Second the demnads. He has no conception of
moneyy stays here and circulates in the rights and courtesies of the road
the community, so part of it returns lie straddles the line marked out to
to you eventually. direct traffic and is altogether a
nuisance He is hard to correct. for
Third it helps to build up the corn-he never lays himself liable to arrest In spring when chicks begin to hatch
munity, your community, and you unless an accident happens. lie is The little balls of fuzz.
get dividends on it that way. Four- just another pest that decent drivers They seem such healthy little
scamps,
You wonder if it was
Really their fault that they died
Its' scores the year before,
Anti made you vow you'd never try
To raise four hundred more
Within one year; but here you are
l'p to your same old tricks,
And now yeu're hoping ja o can
raiseFoim hundital ninety six.
Mid
-summer finds the chickens past
The early days of grief;
They've shed their down, and
and feathers now
Give you it great relief
From running chickens in the rain
To make sure they won't drown.'
Now also they're the size to dress
And sell to folks in town.
By winter time, the chicks have
grown
To pullets, big and strong.
The eggs they lay are bringing in
More money right along;
And so, though bothersome when
small,
You've fed them in their pen.
Till now the family's needs are all
Supplied by Madam Hen.
-
ode apple countia's last
litisbantinieit. s lather they are cat I
Heinen, hogmen, rheepmen or poul•I
Hymen, deep down m their hearts
have a distinct affection for thm!
particular type of animal with '
which they have chosen to work.
How these sentunents affect a
poultry raiser has been well ex-
preesed by one of our subscribers
who has written, "There's no num.'
enjoyable or interesting place tokill time than in a brooder house-- •gee, gosh, how I love to sit down on t sthe peat right along side the lio's 7'fc;:ows and have them pick Pi\ ;!hands and shoestrings."
Take that type of affection and ,
mix it with what Prof It. B. Thump- toson, poultry specialist, OklahomaA & M College, calls "getting bet-ter acquainted with your chickensindividually (through careful cull-ing or trapnesting), if you want to
make money front your flocks" andyou have a proven formula for suc-
cessful poultry husbandry.
Chickens are such funny things—
They seem to have the knack
Of worrying you alniost to death;
But then when they Wing hack
Ile money for food, clothes anti
such,
When friers and eggs vou
You cannot do without tiiem—
At least not very well
WATCH YOUR STEP
!ty 1 II. Frank
Childien tnt Fulton have a keener
sense of touch than adults. They
'knew just when Dad is go.ai for a
nickel.
. Petting in a rumble seat on a
bumpy road is dangerous---it's so
easy to bite off the _other party'sn
This day in time the speed limit
appears to be just whatever the car
can do.
Wallpaper makers are on a strike
hut it takes more that that to dis-
courage a Fulton woman with the;
spring cleaning fever.
Bob Humphreys. Mayfield, one
of Kentucky's erstwhile highwa%
commissioners, is being cussoi
plenty these days by some promi-
nent Fultonians. Bob why don't you
restore yourself to favor again?
The national gold supply is
now buried in Kentucky hills that
no one can get to it but congress-
men.
Bert Newhouse has started stun' e
thing when he opened his fine, new
shoe store here' It has met the ad-
miring praise of hundreds. T
Bert has broke out with advertiono
campaign, which is something Un-
usual for him. And he declares hi,
is getting great results.
They can say what they o
about Townsend. but he's about I
only one of the November elect
victims who still manages to k, •
his name in the papers.
Who can remember the old teo
around Fulton when father t.
all the blame for ashes on the rio
So far we haven't heard of air',
these sit-down strikes being :
in a factory that makes
tacks.
Changing the world's news ft
China to Russia hasn't helped r
proofreaders very much
The worst tragedy that can I
fall a Fulton man is to get what
wants it tand then find out he dot',A
Nowadays a man has to fight t
stay on top in every field of ia
deavor except prizo-fighting
The old man is called the head of
the family because he is the ono
who gets the heaoaches.
The Fulton man who says his!
wife has poor taste surely can't be I
htriam•ii.ig to explain why she picked
Doctors say there are a million
women in this country who are 1
over-weight. These. of course, are ,
round figures.
If he uses good grammar he is a
school teacher getting $110 a month; ,
' if he uses had grammar he is a ra
I tio comedian getting $1500 a week
Our fathers and mothers called
them "tramps" mei "bums" but we
softened them as "transients."
BABY CHICKS
Helm's chicks 6c up. Helm has five
highest pens Leghorns. Illinois Con-
test. Champion Heavy Breen Pen
1936. OM ially Pullorum Tested,
Approved. Helm's Hatchery, Padu-
cah. Kv 12-19-26-2
NOTICE.
Fulton, Kentucky, March 15, 1937
Notice is lit•reby given that the
Franklin Dry. Goods &Clothing
Company, a corporation, will be dis-
solved by unanimous consent of all
the stockholders, on April 15, 1937.
It closed its business December 15,
1936.
T. M. FRANKI,IN,
President
19-26-2-9
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EASTER
VALUES
LADIES DRESSES
LADIES DRESSES
LADIES DRESSES
LADIES DRESSES
LADIES DRESSLS
MANNISH SUITS
TOPPERS i\ nnum, (OLORS
BRIGHT ifglil,ISHITEFEATHER FLEECE TOPPERS
WHITE SANFORIZED FLANNEL COATS
MILLINERY IN STRAWS AND HITS
IN NAVY, GREY AND WHITE  59cNEW FABRIC GLOVES
HAND BAGS TO MATCH 50( .4N1) $1.00
HOSIERY !N ALL THE NEW SPRING SHADES  49(
"ADMIRATION" HOSIERY 1tN OLTSTA.N1)1NG VALUE, Pair
SILK UNDERWEAR IN CHOICE SHADES FOR EVERY OCCASION
NEW SANDALS CHOICE OF COLORS, ALSO II 
11111 $115
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER FOOTWEAR $1.98 1" $2.98
Smart New
Styles
for Easter and
Spring Wear
Ill ;1 c()lDrful
pant& (.)f Dresses,
Coats, Suits, and
Ensemble and
Matron and Miss
SOLID COLOR CREPES
PRINTED CREPES- •
PRINTED CHIFFON
$1.98
$2.98
$3.95
$4.95
:ILL NEW SPRING SHADL s
INVLUDIN( THISTLE 4'
FOR SPRING
$5.95 $9,95
  $9.95
$3.95
$1.98
9k TO $1.95
EASTER DRESS UP TIME FOR MEN, TOO!
WE carry a complete me of merchandise for men, including Men's Suits,
Hats, Shirts, Neckwear Underwear. Men, get in the Easter parade. Outfit
yourself today.
NEW SPRING OXFORDS FOR Kew Spring Shades, tl Og TO $4.50Greys, Solid Whilesli°"
FOR LITTLE BOYS FOR LITTLE GIRLS
SUITS. 01)1) PANTS, KNICKERS DRESSES, SHOES, HATS, etc.
HATS, CAPS. SHIRTS, UNDER-
WEAR, SHOES for dress or pirni. •NEW Patterns in DRY GOODS.
"A COMPLETE LINE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY':
.COME TO KASNOW'S FOR YOUR FAMILY'S WEARABLES,
SNO
448 Lake Street Fulton, K.
*OM INITVNIINWITAIPEWNIIWNIINWEVCIMCIIIIVAIHIC
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ROUTE ONE
Sunday School at Walnut Grove
every Sunday. Come and bring
someene with you.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T Reese, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Sellars were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. mei Mrs. R. a
Sellars.
Hardy Allen is much improved
after a recent illness.
Mrs. Lee Smith visited Mrs. Icie
Crockett and Miss Cubie Edwards
Tuesday evening.
Ulas King left for Defiance. Ohio
Saturday night. Ile will work for
Swift & Co. there Mrs. King and
little (laughter will Join him later.
Miss Ruth Crockett spent Tues-
day night with Mrs. Ella Iluzelrigg
at Union City.
Monroe Luther made a business
trip to Louisville Saturday.
Bobbie Matthews has gone to
Chicago to train for boxing
Mesdames Dewey Irwin, Marquis
Irwin, Ida Finch, Lee Smith, Julia
Milstesd and Myrtle Smith shopped
in Fulton Saturday.
Sunday visitors of Mrs. W. E.
Speight were Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Speight and son, Donnie Mae and
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lee Speight
and children Billy Joe and Nell.
Misses Hose and Etta Smith and
Taylor Smith visited Mrs. Lee
Smith and son Sunday.
Mesdames Anna Ford and Ted
Templeton of Union City were
Sundayy guests of Mrs. Icie Croc-
kett.
Billy Joe Speight spent Tuesday
night with his aunt Miss Willie
Speight.
Mrs Myrtle Smith spent Monday
with her aunt Mrs. Della Jones.
Mesdames J. N. Smith. Beuton
Rawls, Jack Speieht, Miss Beulah
Smith visited near Ruth%•ille Tues-
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. B. I. Rawls were
Sundayy dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Permenter.
Mrs. Ora Coffman visited Mrs.
Cora Swiggart Monday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Sellars were
Sunday night callers at Mrs. W. E.
Speight.
Mr. and Mrs J. N. Smith and
daughter were Sunday dinner guest
of Mr. and Mrs. George Smith
Jack Speight of Paducah spent
the week end with home folks.
ROUTE SIX NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. H. le Stephens
spent Sunday afternoon with Mrs.
Abb McCall at Dukedom.
Mrs. Herbrct Howell, Mrs. Ira
Cloys and Miss Lillian Bard spent
Wednesday with Mrs. Fannie Pow-
ell.
Mr. and Mrs Herman Sams. Mrs.
George Sams, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sams, Rev. and Mrs. Sam Hicks
were Sunday guests of Mrs. 0. C.
Wolberton and family.
Mrs. T. J. Reed spent Sunday af-
ternoon with Mrs. Ellen Johnson.
Mrs. John Daniel of Fulton spent
Tuesday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Bowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bard of Fulton
spent a while Sunday. with the
forrner's brother, Jim Bard.
Mrs. Raymond Brown and chil-
dren spent Sunday in Murray with
Mr. and Mrs. James Underwood
A play entitled "Going Modern"
will be given next Wednesday
night by the Mt. Carmel Missionary
Society at Lodgeston school house.
FOR SALE
One pair extra good mare mules,
• 3 and 4 years old, 16 hands high.
Would trade for nice colt. Also Dixie
Rose cotton seed. See Amos Hay,R. F. D. 1, six miles on west StateLine 26-2
CRUTCHFIELD
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Mr. and Mrs. John MeClanali,ei
and sons spent Sunday with bet
mother, Mrs. Lucy Turner.
Miss Pauline Yates returned
home attn am few days visit withfriends in Central City.
Miss Nettie Lee Green and Kath-
leen Rice spent Monday night with
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. De °Wade and dau-
ghter Miss Jessie Wade spent Sun-
day with Mr. and Mrs. Pete Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Allen !slides were
among the petiole who motored I.
Hickman and other piaci s Su tid
to See the sights which were leo
by the high waters.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Turner, Me
Lucy Turner and Rachel Turect
spent Saturday with Mr. and Mr:.
George Fortner.
Gerald Elliott took dinner Sun-
day with Garth Holly.
Miss Audrela Toon spent a few
days with relatives here Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Stinnett and family.
Mr and Mrs. Jim Pulley have
moved to the house vacated by
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Batts.
Miss Ella Marie Brown and Clara
latv Clark spent Friday night we
Mary Lou and Geneva Rue :inn
nett.
The Seniors entertained the Ju
nlors with a party given et iii
school house Friday night
Mary Imti Stinnett spent Sum•
night with Ella Marie Brown
ROUTE TWO
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McClure
spent Sundays' with his parent
Mr. and Mrs. Jess McClure.
Mr and Mrs Horace Norman ai•
datieliter Sarah Mai. were visit':
of II M. Bennett this week.
Rebert Killebrew motored I
Hickman Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kellie French wa.
a Friday night visitor of Mr. aiai
Mrs. A. P. McKinney.
Mr. and Mrs. Doss McClure visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Reese Sun-
day night.
Albert Roach and Harold Le-
Mrs. A. P. McKinney is improv-
ing a short illness.
Mrs. Algie Hayy and Miss Allie
Bennett were visitors of Mrs. Kellie
French Sunday.
Mancel Roach visited Hugh Le-
Cornu Sunday.
Mrs. Joe McKinney is on the si,
list.
Mrs. J. C. Wilson Jr.. of Dees.,
is visiting relatives in Fulton.
The honeymoon is over when I
takes her off the pedestal and pi,
her on a budget.
If a congressman doesn't repres(•• •
the people, then he represents ti.
bunch that scares him most.
Isn't it strange that the only ma•
who has to act in self-defense is al
ways the one who has the gun?
You've also possibly noticed tho•
strong-minded Fulton wives usualb.
make the best husbands.
The hardest things to keep clea•
these days are a small boy's ears
a windshield and the front of fath-
er's vest.
If men can be made good by for('•
of law, why do you suppose an all
wise Providence overlooked such a
scheme?
Now that the United States ha
most of the gold in the world, what
next?
Borrow from your friend today
and your enemy will force you to
pay tomorrow.
WANTED
Lady who is well acquainted in
Fulton and vicinity for special con-
tact work. No selling. Must hav,
car. Salary. Give full particular.
regarding business experience. Write
immediately P ?Ts Fulton. K.
IIIMION11111111Ale 
ON AND AFTER
April 1, 1937
SHA,WPOO & FINGER WAVE 611c
FINGER WAVE (Set) 35c
SHAMPOO _ _ 35cALL OVER, Per Wave $3 and Up$2 and Up75c$1.00 and Up
FACIAL ___ $1.00 and UpARCH 35eEUTH-OL $1.50 and Up
M A NIC U RE 50cHAIRCUT 35c
NECK TRIM ___ 10cEYE BROW & LASH DYE $1.00EYE BROW DYE 50c
HENNA $1.00
BLEACH 75c and l'p
END, Per Wave -DRENE SHAMPOOSCALP TREATMENT
HILL'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
MARINELLO BEAUTY SHOPPE
ARCADE BEAUTY SHOPPE
FLEMING BEAUTY SHOPPE
C-7/E-21-212/ilf
LIBBY'S
PEACHES
lI:d\ iii or Sliced
Large 
15CCan
......mrs••••• OM.
1-214
OPPORTUNITY WEEK
Our policy is to Poll merchandlise at Every day Low Prices. However,
this week only we are giving you lower than 1.01141 prices in order to sea.k .our
paido (which is undoubtedly low due to the unusual condition.s ot the pa•a
leo weeks, at a substantial saving!
DEEP SEA
FILLETS
Boneless Fish
Perch Fillets, 2 lbs. ---- 25c
Lb. bc
s"Tho dy I discovered tasty,
i3i&P Bread was my lucky ea v "
WHITE
SLICED
1-Pound Loaf
12-oz. cr
Loaf 1F11
6c
Tomatoes - Diced Carrots
Soup Vegetables - Spinach
(2 cans 15c) Your Choice
12 cans 89c
Purity Flour 12 lb. bag 54c
24 lb. bag 
 
$1.03
Queen of the Pantry flour 12 lb 59c
24-lb. bag . . $1.13
Obelisk Flour, Rallards, 12 lb. 63e
24-lb. bag 
 
$1.23
Gold Medal flour, 12 lb. bag 63e
24-lb. bag  31.23
Cocktail Cheese. Bordens
7-07. Glass
NUCOA, for all uses, Lb.
23c
22e
Shoepeg CORN, Med. Can 
 
10e
Rolled OATS, 2 Jumbo pkgs.
School-Day Peas, Med. Can
Hershey's Chocolate. e: lb. bar
Hershey's Cocoa, 1-1b. can ....
SOAKED PEAS Med. Can
cORN MEAL, 10 lbs. 29c
FRUIT COCKTAIL, 2 cans 
 
25c
PABSTETTE, 2 pkgs. 35c
Evap. PEACHES, 2 lbs. 21it
KETCHUP. Ann Page. I.ar. 1(1.,
KITCHEN KLENZER, 3 cans 14e
WALDORF TISSUE, Roll 4c
IIIRSCH'S CHILE, Lar. can . 23c TCRABMEAT, No. Is can .  
 
23c 
35c
10c
10c
14c
5c
E I ER1-b.11 1M1 PRICES
STILL LOWER T h IS WEEK
11 AGNOLIA - SUGAR-CURED - 10 to 11-lb. Average
HAMS Whole Ham, lb. 23r
AGN01,1
SMOKED PICNICS ort ('hank, Sugar-Cured LB6 to 8-lb. Average
1111111111111111111111111111111111111
17c
Del Monte Corn W
 
Med: (cit-n" w 1 0 C
CRACKERS, N. B. C. Excell, 2 lb. boxPURE HOG LARD, Pound -- JELLY EGGS, Pure Candy, (Plustax in Kentucky) PoundEASTER EGG DYE, Chick Chick or Magic Wand, Pkg.
Fresh E s No. 1 Quality; Every Egg Guaranteed(Sunnbrook carton eggs, dam. 29c) DOZ.
15clic10c10c
23c
MUT'
 
Tnij SHOULDER ROAST, Lb. 10c
' HIND QUARTER, Lb. lkMUTTON CHOPS, Lb. 15cUSAGE, Pure Pork, Lb. 19c-Hamburger Steak, Lb. 15c
J ai Round Sirloin, very tender, Lb.(ROUND, Pound 25c)FR, ARS or BOLOGNA, Lb. 15c-All Good Bacon, Lb.
ROASTS Fancy Branded Beef, CHUCK, Lb.(Round Shoulder, Lb. 19c)
23c
17(
BULK LARD' Lb. 14c 4 LB. CARTON Pc 8 LB. $1.13
BANANAS FIRM RIPE FRUIT. LB.
GRAPEFRUIT (lrg. Sc) Med, 3 for 10c-Sweet Potatoes 1 lbs. 19cAPPLES Fancy Box Winesap 2 lbs. 15c--Carrots or Beets, belt. 5e
SALAD DRESSING. "'NA' Quart Jar 17cANN PAGE DRESSING, Qt. 32c-Dill PICKLES. Qt. Jar 15cCLAPP'S Baby Food, all kinds Means 95c-Marshmallows, lb. 19c
Corn
FLOUR
ficiltar is a vigorous
and whew blend al
I. flo•st coff•es-
11•• Wad Ws* alipsets
c.w.o.& And becoses
It's freshly ground,
eau cs•--inii the &rem.
Iser0 pound air this
laW mica.
8 O'clock lb.
one
SAUERKRAUT, APPLE SAUCE
LIMA BEANS, GRAPEFRUIT
Turnip Greens our choice 3 cans 25.
Sunnyfield Family. 12-1b. bag
Self
-Rising. 12-lb. bag
24-lb. bag
EVERY - DAY
tOW PRICES
25eLb.
- Red Circle, lb. 21e
12 med. 99cCans 
-
41c 79c
in Kate Smith's Bandwagon and Guest Stars Every Thursday. 7 to 8 P.M. WHAS
REP FOOD MIN
Incorporated
faie..2 /2/diE/E/Ere.2j-diaJ
e0.
•.14
""""&"*****04rearsprormr,•*-0,
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Socials -
V, k"1. Nu ,:t; l'INti
W C I Pulton met ell
Thursday afternoon at the home or
hers. ft. E Goldstry on t'arr Street.
with twelve austabers attandine,
ono visitor. Mrs Chat he Fields
The meeting wes opened with a
sung, "Lead On, Uh, King Eternal
followed by the devotional, taken
from die lilst Psalm. by Mis It B
Beedies. Tee topic of the wilt:tie
was "National l'enipeiance Ethit•a•
lion A very and iii-
struetive talk was tita.le by Mrs
Goltisby. Nit's liortoe lead a letter
m thefro President of W. C. T. U
Mrs Pickett, on the education piii-
gum, Mrs Lon Bei tenger talked on
'Berieficient Reprobates Ittsome
Ileatititirs"
-The thinking itrt‘et tie‘t.1 ,tilsN.
flit. drinking ilmei
waO. read as the pi IC \111111:1114 slo•
gun for the year.
'The meeting was duimissed with
prayer by Mrs (Whig*.
AMERICAN LECHON AUXILIARY
The A flleriVan LatilUtl AUXUall)
met Friday afternoon at the Cabin
with ten members present Hostel's
es ere II Houston and hits
;Is' Graham
'bit president, Mrs Jvso Jot thin,
pi .'sided over it lengthy lattalletls
oessem during which tone plans
were nuide to send IN potted plants
I o the Veteran's Hospital in Out
Wi,tst
'Pie program, "Renewing Our
Remembrance," was in charge of
Mrs Earl Taylor. taken from the
National Auxiliary News A very
clever bird contest was held anti the
winner was Mrs. Jordan. She was
pre,ented ii salad bowl as prize.
A fter t he meeting the hostesses
took their guests to DeNlyer-Scates
Drug Store w here delicious refresh-
ments were served.
TiwitsuAv Nicurr
WITH MRS WII,LISOM
Mrs. Reginald Willisoi,
ly enter :tined her bridge chili Thurs-
(1.,v night at the li..tne of Mrs Geo,
rtl, re it Third Street
'roe
4P ';ii' II,:
Wernher:, 1 1' • •
• - Nlahle
K . it!ni •..A I,
Ni. :.,1)1115. Tenn.
Scrial games it lit'ugt•cssi \
cohicact %%ere held by Nli.o Etila
Rogers who reeeit ed an attractie
NI .s Eunice Rogers held
t.
st.c.,,nit h igh scrol• ;Wit the In rie was
a ii uble deck mrsGe
PH' 1•11..,1 t'll -I •
er basket as low prize
Late in the eVet'k! the liostis-..; sir
eci a delightful salad course
Miss Tonmee Gatc• III en-
tertain litsi club next w cult id litr
home on Central-ay.
WEEK IN LOT7ISVILLE
AND LEXINGTON
Jack Davania spent last week in
Lexington where he attended the
Kentucky State Ita,ket1 all tourna-
ment. lie also visited in Louisville,
with his his siste:. Miss Do rIS Dj-
t at,, before ti, lila 110111e
here.
TERRY-NORMAN P. T. A.
Tae Terry-N',rman Parent-Teach-
er- A;sociation met Thursday after-
at the sel.00l building Fifteen
becs were present and trie ',Fes-
: :It, Mrs. Dorris Valentine presid-
ed over the business sessten and pm-
gram. Mrs E. NI Matin g, t' nit
interesting devotional. A vu it due.
was enjoyed, rendered by Elisabeth
and Martha Roberts. accompanied
at the piano by Miss Mildred Mount
Miss LaNelle Bugg pleased the group
with a flute solo and Miss Mildred,
a piano solo.
After the program a social hour
was enjoyed.
BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. and Mrs, Herschel B Jones
of Martin, are the proud parents of
a seven pound daughter. Brenda
Jane. Mrs. Jones is the former
Miss Gladys Bell. daughter of Mr
ari Mr: Tither Bell Drug Store.
Personals
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Mrs W 0 Locke us It ighuislida Mae., Chat Lee Payne, Roy (*inn
Eleven :Hendee% weir present with  gs, anti Miss '.t .i1...
Iwo visitors, Pars NleKinney asid
Ittry Woodrow Puller The chair-
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over a short busineris Nession Rev.
Puller gas!' a %VI ) alit dad
1/1:4t111011.1` talk nil litissuults
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beautiful Kaster boxes at
Nli ii it Mt s It It Watts mid. Bennett Drug. Store.
tenni % had their tit 1
their home en West State lane in, 
'el'i:SDAY LUNCHEON CLUB
Monday night,
 Mr and M I s. Ms s. Juke litaitilerton delight-Allow of trod Mich., atm! Me* 'fully entertained her bridge clubGray Vtking of Minnesota They Tuesday art.:1110011 at her home anleft l'utaiday for their home,
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this city WAS niari led Sunday. Tilt' remainder of the af-March -I. Mr L Spit& )11e of terms,n „s spent in genies a putt.
New York City The eeremony was greesave contract. At the conclu-performed in New York. suet high score W IIS held by Mrs.The Ii idt• is the sister of C H s. (0 „.„,,, r,,,. d pottery
Jackson of Fulton and has rnany us prizetriends here Mts. Joe Davis will entertain this
- club at t t next meeting.NII'SIt' CLI•lt PRESENTS
PROGRAM IN JACKSON MISS NIAYNIE BENNETT
Imams or Ili,' :Music PePartment ENTERTAINS BRIDGE CLUB
ot the Fi.II"" W"man's °tub In"1"rusi 'MISS Ma)tot. Bennett was hostess
oto Jatksn, Tenn , Thursday. where to lief bridge club Tuesday night at!ItcY Presented myst on:I"Yitbit' her Juane Carr-st. The horn,1•cto he re t :Mast its ell Cluh WilS IY decoratod withhere. the home of Nita C urtis i„,intoets of )(wields and tithe'
'nut.. who attended and too pak II spring (It us lily E o,tet. audit
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Entertaitinie her regolui
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GENERAL MEETING
W V S MONDAY
*fl.1. 0,11.1-01 meeting of the Firs!
Nlethodh.t Woman's Nhssionary So-
IV 101110 Wills list', . os11"8108481 rtir the 11"wer 8 "'w which prove, ii giant ilf stilt tills 4, Idor i 
..,1,..steris to b.' 111`Ill let'tIIIS (1111,1 An se , it,
H. Hestrani:44'11(90 committee foi this '44114 Itetiults of Illeh school Who's Who' W'iliiimision was appointed l'onteill: I 17 !JestMrs J s Itubil"In W3t4 111 cll.". I Itesi All Round lios It Me- illaffordge of the pi oloani the i,,i,,,. 4.‘ ,,h,,,i, K
III Hest
Mt-Kiiiiiey,
It Modi15 t' 
.'" "'twit' "" "11"w t" PI"'"' 3 Ilionl..00ll. Boy, Mills, Itiiiiiihvi, II:111
"'I Fgtell'... Kt" "t" "I",,g,les ,I'd`,'' .1 Hualitifol GiiI. /1\1,1,11. K AI .,.ii r,i,..1 siiiiiii,ivi, v iii.i.oi
..i.i taillibc fur Eve1 Y1""4 '' 8'„'" d"'' lei, Sanfoid atid Hickman Wei iiiIlts"11 fuel its her t"Ple "„" hell t`' P1.1/111.1t ILI \' S/IIII./t, l's! lit :t I 114NtPt IIIII' " Hall AllenAfter the P1'4011,11 it "K•I'd I"" 11 1'4111111.11 I :ill, 11 l'ililtiiin, K.
its "pruning '''11114)%4* Ilo till.k t 11,1• it,t11141 ( ill I K Allen,\ye, e, Mitt A G Ilililu elec, us lei s„„f„rit
5% all 1.190)'1.(1 111.01(e/4/4 MCI kn.
a (It'lltaltf(11 lee course carrying out 7 Athlete Itti1 Ni4•IVthe Easter motif. Smoot I . •
I'ICKEI) II' AROUNI) TOWN
As Billy .11,111'N APCII it. All till. /SVC!
lilt(' Mall expects his wife lu be
it Sweetlietart, tsui atitlii•nce .
Aich Iludilleston 1-tisYs Illt't I' 11111H
USIA til he any eit-down thu IkI'M \A 111'1 ,
%Al' had all those old-fashioned
ferences in the woodsheds
A famous St•lelltild bays the I
e. tuning us butt no coal us ill Is timsi
Mo he he means III.Xt
"Help it man out of trsttiltls',''
It:sp motel Peeples -and he'll ma 1..,
get you %Glen he gets in heidile ii
eain
.Nccoi ding to Hilly Al k insliii
thug they call an "ill wind" some
times goes muter the name of go:,
The num who has no future is th•
man who always thinks of the fut
toe as Ii 'fits
'Law ltisnk ii I lint hy
,,tir j'‘ tu it
joyed and high setae among the "". - ' '. I'  ' ''''' 
club members was held by Miss i''''d '''''` .' '•' \
.,1 ,,, ,,,, s',,,ster honnett Miss Brad-
n.'s eltY 1,4,x lif i:aster candy, shale I'` ""k"It4 "1' I'''
Bi.,,eatt,d a tell how 011W '..Sat-a Butt. She was
Lit'. HI Ow IPS viling the 1,,stes,i The "It'll .', n . .
SO1 . II/ t'l .1, T (1 \i.' \ • I I (11.(4.iVell KiSter CandY. i
, ,,c1 \ ill ,14.111.11,1 1:. (I:liV pudding and ketliall canipaiwi '1' , ii 't•.,; iced c -flee 1.• her eiii.-ts, She St.le; net in by 'Hoeing to the truoi,o. Mc
,, : it it • 11 '. We I,S MrS. Nora Kenzie gini, l'Ins was H. I,
.V.5....,1,i ...1 1 I I ., ,-,1 Scruggs, game in their high school c,.... ,
Ii' Allen, Todd, IN•ran and It...•
Set. tis fill. \aim. Easter 'Ft-tick practice has started I. .
I • a ti d i c .,. a P.:trio v (51. (lent!. swil.,:eti,,,k,.1 titrt a ibrintirt•tr -telliiii.s, i. 1\1%1.i:4i-1i , w(ill, !,,•
i(ius Norris' assorted. Ben-111,4.pH, is ,,,,isidri.iiw :I
1 ti." i: ii,,,i 1,,,,.. if i it he -t! cinett l)rtw Stiire.  
- Ill cooperate.
( r' ,1,1,IY tl I , tier) t t lil• cincLE N() (_)F.
unurch w101 flit' Prt'swkilt. , 
ii 
MI I3APTIST W. M. U.II••Is.it lt,kr(t. presiding The einire
. Circle No. 3 of the FIT -1 Baptistwas &col:dist with go wring plants Woman's Missionary Unioi, met
Monday afternoon at 2.3a o'clock at
the church, with eight , regular
members in attendance. The chair-
nian Mrs M. L. Rhodes. called the
and lovely spring flowers
A lengthy business session was
held during which time the secre-
tary Mrs Alf liornbeak, read the
mmules if
 tile Previous nwetIng nweting to roder. After the devo-Reports from the treasurer and tienal a brief business session wasut!.l': airs were made. held. The Bible study was in chargeNil's. Frank Brady gave a %Try of Mrs. E. II. Knighton.interesting Bible lesson. Mrs NI. W. After the Bible study the meet-Haw e; in charge of the Pr"" ing was dismissed to meet again on:in.!' was on "FAIIIC:111.41 III 5th, tit ow home of Mrs B 0.the Home Field.- Mrs. Hawes was Copeland on East State Line
•Asted by Mrs. W. L. Carter.
After the program the meeting CLUB THritsnAN. Nuati.
%%as dismissed with prayer. WITH MRS. BUSHART
Mum Harry Bushart delightfully!RIME FROM CHRISTIAN entertained her bridge club Thurs-Fillt EASTER HOLIDAYS day night at her home en ThirdAnn Valentine and Char- eotreet. Two tables of guests werette Da% is, students at Christian ircsent which included club niem-
iers and thret visitors, Mrs Ward
McClellan, Mrs Don Hill, ar..1 Mrs
Harvey Williams.
Serial games of progressive bridge
were enjoyed at the conclusion of
among club members was held by
which high score for the evening
Mrs. Robert Bard Mrs. McClellan
held high score for the visitors. Both
were presented lovely prizes.
Finest selection of Can- At a late hour the hostess served
a delectable salad course.dies for Easter. Bennett
College Columbia, Mo., arnved
Wednesday morning, to spend the
Easter holidays with their parents
un Pearl-st and Eddings-st, respec-
tively They were arc' nipareed by
Miss litith Sanger, who is also a
student at Christian, enroute to her
home in Hickman, to spend the
holidays.
STRAN
THEATI1E
SOOA : "WHEN YOU'RL UWE"
SUNDAY - MONDAY, MARCH 28 - 29
BUDDY ROGERC — MARV BRIAN
"WEEK - END MILLIONAIRE"
Shorts It. Nests
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY, MAIO -
"THE MILLIONAIRE KID"
With: BETTI COMMON — LOIS WILD
THURSDAY - FRIDAY, APRIL I - 2
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
IRENE DUNN
"THEODORA GOES WILD':
WITH: MELVIN DOUt.1..1,
COMING SUNDAY - MONDAY, APRIL 1-3
JESSIE MATTHEWS
"HEAD OVER HEELS IN LOVE"
ADMISSION - I0c
ALL WEEK
•
Specially packed Easter
ca nd ies for children and
grown-ups. Remember your
loved. ones. Bennett Drug
Store.
SEW AND SO CLUB
THURSDAY AITERNOON
The Sew and So Club met Thurs-
day afternoon with Mrs. Louie Bard
at her home on Pearl Street.
Eight regular members were pre-
sent with two visitors, who enjoy-
ed sewing and bingo. Prizes were
presented Mrs. W. D. Craig and Mrs.
David Holloway.
At the conclusion of the bingo
games the hostess served refresh-
ments to the following: Mesdames
Boyce Dumus. Joe Armstrong, W. D.
Craig, Harry Latta, T. D. Boaz, Har-
dy Cheatham, Carl Puckett, David
Holloway and lienneth Watt.
SUNDAY SCHOOL PARTY
THURSDAY EVENING
The Gleaners Sunday School class
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church was entertained with a St.
Patrick party Thursday night at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. I B. Cook in
Fair Heights.
About twenty guests were present
who enjoyed games and contests
throughout the evening. St. Pat-
rick motif was cleverly carried out
in refreshments and decorations,
with the green and white color
scheme.
Those present were Mr and Mrs.
Paul Turbeville, Mr. and Mrs. Clif-
ton Linton, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Daw-
a Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Powell and
Glenn Ray, Rev, and Mrs. E. R.
...aid, Mesdames Brown Thacker,
Everett Jolley. A. B. Roberts, Sara
Stilley, Virginia Rogers, Mr. and
Ms. Cooke and Miss Nell Myrick.
The Easter Hunt for
fine candies ends at Ben-
nett Drug Store.
V Taylor, V
Pals, boys, Lynch and
Pals, gull, Scott and
P1'41 ?III It
I 141/1•1111111111',
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TO (OMPLETE YOUR
EASTER ENKMBLE
I '11) TII!
Rose Shop
'or Ladies' and Children's
F3ster Bonr (7ts
111IPLENT). L.IRGE ' r.'; s
The Rose Shop
los NV a 1 ti tit 11 It t 1 l<
t4331111111100411101.:1111111111M1111111144
"THE ORPIET.itAl oPTHEATRE TS"
GALA EASTER PARADE OF HITS!
EASTER SUNDAY ""affiCilDAY MARCH 2849
iialk ono.
-f/ i .
s, et A VI
-es a. Le Pam'
I( / i.,.v.. , .ze -t- i-. iy can 17 /iv a14„49,//..
ill T IIWEEIP AN EYE ON TIIE Et 
-KING:
-ilie royal robes were tails and a
tep-hat, his scepter a champagne
gl,:ss, his crest,,, two hearts en-
twined! It's the coming-out party
It 'r Europe's most popular screen
star, I I is Royal II i-de-li ighness ..
FERNAND
7,;
r
4:t
GRAVE
v," \ ti I t ii Nett star
on a 5-',.- i,/n, I to, la, mew proJscs,
"Illel the I IVCidril 
GC'S 4111,1:
1 JOAN BLONDELL
Ed w. Everett HORTON
TUESDAY, *MARCH 34101
'DANGEROUS NUMBER'
Robert Young — Ann Itolken
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31st
"MAMA STEPS OUT"
Alice Brady — Guy Kibbee
SATURDAY, APRIL 3rd
WILL ROGERS in
"AMBASSADOR BILL"
James Oliver Curwood's
"TRAIL'S END"
 
...nommus•
ALAN MOwaRAY• MARY NASH•JANI
wy!,•.• KENNY BAKER•LINS Ate810111
A MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTION
S_,., Owe P.a.. ...mom I, •••••• owl 111...•
■•••• aims sr spft imp Ulm loorres sr worm
i1
dift;
• •/.. I 5•004111
ntle no sae., no
▪ — sad oM's
the ~ten wloy 1
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, April 1-2
TYRONE POWER
SENSATIONAL STAR "LLOYDS OF LONDo
Loretta Young — Don Amecha
IN THE YEAR'S ROMA? IC COMEDY HIT
'Love is News'
BUCK-HITE AMAIEUR SHOW EVERY WEDNESDAY ANDSATURDAY N1TE, 8:45 P.M.
A
4,
S.
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Alk.aim Seltzer
•
• (Analgesic Alkalizing Effervescent Tablets)
•
• water than like medallic.
• ALKA-SF:LT7.E11, when dissolved in water, can-
• tains an tacilgesie, (Sodium Aeetyl-Salicylate), which
• relieves pain. wink its alkalizing agents help to cor-
rect everyday ailments assaciated with hyperacidity.
• Your druggist has ALIC_A-SELTZER. Get a 30eor Mc package on our "satisfaction-or-money-back"• gitorantee.
•
Yea will really enjoy the taste-more like spring
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WASIK.
Cost USE Is the LONG MIN
It's NEWI ... It's 141N-
SATIONALf ... the
amazing 40-second tire
demonstration that defi-
nitely shows the superi-
ority of FISK! Come in
and see it TODAY! See
exactly WHY FISK Aati-
Friction Cord can give
you PLUS
-Protection in
he Blow-Out Zone . . .
WHY FISK can give you
MORE miles for your
dollar! And REMEM-
BER! FISK won't build
belowthedangermarginto
4.0 bring you "cut pr ice'  tire, I
Other sissy erotiotIewt4Y 1••
$4.95 '
"TIME TO
RE-TIRE"
GET A FISK
Be Sure
Your Brakes
ARE SAFE/
RAYBESTOS BRAKE
41111111,m1.-- 111"4
LINING - BRAKE
SHOES RE-LINED
AND INSTALLED
PLATE GLASS
-We carry a complete line of Glass and install
same at reasonable prices.
BATTERIES-If you are in need of a Battery this is the place toget it. We carry a complete line of all types of batteries, at pricesthat will save you money.
WE CAN FILL YOUR NEEDS-Whether it is something for theIgnition system, accessories and parts, auto paints, auto tools andshop equipment. See us before you buy.
SPECIAL SERVICE-Front Axle Exchanged. Motor Reboring andMotor Rebuilding.
Jones auto Parts Co.
EN Heil. AI EN1 I
FULTON KY.
Tlletlfle PM( Te, St' IlliatiOn Star of -Livallfis fit I,f•mion"
ot l'hE Wry 7'h:trio/um A. Friday withItitt Flu rmitio turd Ihm Interim in "1,01' I.: 1.s \'I'-'U'S',
11 111 1W1 111111 5511111 11 l'111Wir .when Tyll()NE IqiwKit (avatar),
1.(110:TTA YGUNG and IniN AMECHE come together as the thrilling
...1, 11111 111 "Lirvt. Is NIIWI4." Ii,' l'wentietli Century-Fox ntitiandine
iolliantie hit.
in likely Ill 1/11/VI/kII an attack hem
the gunboats pwsiig 11511
MI'Milliiill'a 14111111•11'i, al Ints1
551111 I flint-lock niti..kets, pitch-
forks, kill le 1454.4, 1/12411.I1 111111 1/111ei.
III0'.1 W111111111S, reil(lY Ill 1)1111.
WO t their flog fa. their hist drop
uf blood, when. le! the boast steamed
hy 11111/111 1.V1.11 It 11111(11 4111 iii tlu.'lng
We defiant bawler iarppertiiii by its
val141111 111.4(111der11.
Thv union halt few retire-
..1.1;Itive:; in the (-mint)'. If ,.4oldier5
.•1,11 led el.ewliere no record of the
...; I It,. I/14.11 I`Xelpt lii
11,1. /\11.1111 0111 tilat (If the
SI./III and iii till. !All4:11. f Joseph
v.1.11 ./.1 V111 :1110111 1Y 1.11 1/11!.
.4 1 \ 1111' '1111iII,
1 114.1“11i111, 1111, 1 1110 lif
11,11 1 1 111111Y, I i Ii1111.111 II 1111 11114 CaS1-
II II 11,1111, it the 111:.-..s.111.1 fiver, 38
beho. it.. II lit V. MI the
Ii 1 it (%11111, III It Of three
01, I /II/V-, MI401/ill:, East IliC'kfaLIN,
Wi• I II IC10111111. The main rile
111•1144. 11111 1 11,11 I': 11101 on the bluff,
Ill Ii reached by ;. winding street
t151.1' 11m1. hill, and u series
le;1.111it fr..11. the business
II 'Hi to the U1/111 1 111/115e.
1.. 1 1t31 the where Hick-
'.';.r, railed Mills
Pow!. III hollow of 51r. Milli., who set-
it,i•re in 1819. III''.'. Willis White
'Ill the filth it 182.1 enly two
11 0. „teed on the site id what in
It,. lhttkllt.lul. 'lit -; III' 5,05 COY-
'i-1 by a relitaiy survey kw,wii und
ii rued as good. This was not
Awned for several years eller
tir -1 siittletnent el the country.
G L. Nlarr, who lived, it is said,
it, the Aladrel Bend, and was quite
a shrewd with, especially in land
matters, became satisfied that the
military title was not good; there-
fore. he entered the land as State
land and then tested the military
UtIti by a suit of ejectment, and suc-
ceeded in getting possession of 0*
land after a lung and expensive law-
suit. The land in dispute embraced
;shoe 4,1 Iu0 acres, including the site
s' t' the town now stands."
The town of Hickman was laid out
by A. S. Tyler, and by Mr. Mari. call-
ed Hickman, in honor of his wife's •
minden name. In 1837, the town was
',se/wilted by an act of legislature.
111. 11:11.1. held his lot., at high ratcs
awl thas checked the growth of the
tis...• town. Several years later, he
Its possessions in and around
11A-kinan to Samuel Wilson which
a new impetus to the village.
III. 111..il 111111:ie iii I1.:
teen is ',aid to have been built by
NisIntesh and Drabblebreast about
and was situated where the
hia•kman Lumber Company now
',mods. By some it is said that the
first store was kept by Robert White,
in a hewed log house. Aunt Polly :
Huffman, an old settler, declared
that a Mr. Green, who clandestinely
married a daughter of Jacob Doons,
who lived in a cabin on the bluff,
kept a grocery store at an earlier
date.
The first mayor under the new
charter was Jesse Edmonson. The
first church edifice was erected a-
bout 1840, and was a frame building
20x40, used for school purposes al-
so. It stood on the ground later oc-
cupied by the C. L. Randle resi-
dence.
The Baptists organized a church
May 15. 1846, by John B. Rose, L. D.
Stephens, Paul S. Jones, W. C. Drury
their wives and others. Rev. George
White and Samuel J. Crider were
the evangelists. Rev. Willis White
was the first pastor and W.C. Drury
the first clerk. The first edifice, a
brick one, 38x52 was built in 1856,
at a cost of $3,600, but was destroy-
ed by fire January 27, 1879. Rebuild-ing began at once.
The Methodist Church South was
organized in 1846 by Gideon G.
NEIF
193/ PATTERNS
WALLPAPER
Sc AND 7c ROLL
Adding Machines and
Typewriters, Terms as
low as 10e per day.
SALES
-SERVICE
All Work Guaranteed
FULTON
WALL PAPER
& Office Supply Co.
304 Walnut-st. Fulton
Amierimm44•414.~111immotitiammoom****014.4.46.1ivIONII44.44.
Braniford, circuit rider and Jesse
Edmonson, J. W. Ednionston, Rob-
ert Powell and others as charter
1110111 !HIES. .11:11 first meetings were
held in the schoolhouse. The first
edifice, it frame strueture, was VIVYI-
ed it) 111411 by Jesse Edmenston, ('I Ill
tractor, at an expense of $2,880 It
was torn down n 18M2, and replaced
by a brick structure, at a cost of
$3,000.
The Episcopal Church was organ-
ized In 1843 by Rev. N. N. Cowgill,
rector, and Mrs. Sarah Heron, Mrs.
Susan Atwood, Willian Harper as
charter members. The first leiter!,
was a frame. It was torn down after
the Civil War, and a brick structure
was erected n 1872-73, at a Cost of
$3.500. 11ev, Cowgill died in 1870,
and wait buried under the chancel.
The Catholic Church was organ-
ized about 1850, and the house of
%%Airship built in 1856 at a cost of
$1,500.
The Commercial Herald, neutral
in politics, and ;he first newsparxe
Ill Hickman, was established May 6.
1841. It was published by Smith &
'cidisitt and edited by Mr. Betel-
intisier. After an existence of several
years is suspi.niled, and was succeed-
ed by The Hunter (If Kentuckt
Dernecratc sheet, managed by P. ,
K VP:at-ker. AM.!. a time, he was Sal'.
Cci'il1.(1 by .1. W. Wingate. Iii 1846 the
Ibirald waS iAdd to Jesse Leigh, s,..1
tlw Commercial Standard et 111)1!
ed by hum In 1848, The New, IA
eilder the firm of Bulleck, Kingman,
, Wingate tied Washburrits made its
appearance. The Standard sill pew]
ed shortly after the aPPC11111/111' Il
The News Letter,
In 1850 the Argus was published
by C. W. Hutchins. The offices of
the News Letter and the Argus were
purchased by a Mr. Ford. The publi-
cation of the latter paper under dif
ferent, managements, continued un-
til 1860, when the office was des- '
troyed by fire. In 1854 The Times,
Whig in politics, was established by
Thad W. Thomas and after passing
through one or two changes. sus-
pended in 1858. In 1860 The Courier.
under the firm of Ed K. Warren,
George Warren and Tim Willis. be-
gan its career. Its life was short, the
office being destroyed by fire in
1961. George Warren purchased an
effice and resumed publication but,
in a short time, was forced to sus-
pend on account of the Civil War.
In 1865 he resumed the publicatien
a second time. Later Spear & Sex-
ton took over the Courier operating
it many years, until A. Robbins
bought over a decade ago. Mr. How-
ard purchased the paper from Itli
Robbins and is now publisher alt
editor of the Courier.
EH WITH US
EASTER
SUNDAY
• Will' worry and fret about that noon-day meal
Easter Sunday?
• Just make it a day of rest and consecration, an,1
en.iyo a delightful dinner with us.
YOU'LL BE PLEASED WITH THE MENU
Lowe's CaIe
WELL, THEY SAY SEEING IS BELIEVING
AND BELIEVING IS SEEING!
SO SEE FOR YOURSEL F!
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY & SATURDAY
IRISH POTA 7'0ES, New, 2 lbs. 9c
IRISH POT.ITOES, Idaho Bakers, 10 lbs. 29c
sWEET POTA TOES Nice for Baking 10 lbs. 31c
CABBAGE, Nice Green Heads, 10 lbs. limit 19c
TURN /I'S, Nice Size, 6 Mm. 8c
FRESH BEE7'1S, Nice Bunches ScJ 
RADISHES, or Green Onions, 2 Bunches 5c
EGG PLANT, Large Size, Each 9c
RHUBARB, Nice or Pies, 2 lbs. 25c
sol'ASH, Small Yellow, Pound 10c( It 'LIFLOWER, Large Heads, Each 17cI 1 CUMBERS, Fancy Size, 2 Pounds 25c
1 1 111 1 TOES, Fresh Fancy, 3 lbs. 29cGil IP/JR/71%96 Size, 2 for Sc 80,5 for 17cOR. AGES, Florida, 200 Size, Dozen 27c
ORANGES, Florida, 126 Size, Dozen 33c
LEMONS, Nice Juicy, Dozen 23c
APPLES, Winesap, Dozen 15e 20c 30c
TANGERINES, Nice Large, Juicy, Dozen 10c
MACARONI, SPAGHETTI,Red Cross 6 for 25c
PEAS-CARROTS, No. 2 Can, Each 10c
APRICOTS, No. 21/2 Can, Each 19c
CELERY, Nice Stalks, Each 6c
LETTUCE, Nice Heads, Each 10c
CARROTS, Nice Bunches, 2 for 9c
BREAKFAST BACON, Sliced, Pmind 27e
PICKLE'S GROCERY
•THE 11011E OF COUNTRY HAMS
East Slate Line Phone 101 We Deliver
Goes hand in hand
with good things to eat
300.01
When you're hungry and thirsty there's
nothing more welcome than ice-cold
Coca-Cola with food, A drink so good by
itself is the natural partner of good things
to eat. It belongs in your ice-box at home.
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Ft'LTON, KY.
Get the lea of refreshment
6111.1.1.111.11 1.1•••111 . 
,j. v".-,
DUKEDOM
---
Mrs. A. 1. McCall, who has been
ill for the last few weeks is slowlyimproving,
Will Roberts was moved fit' e the
Martin Hospital to the Mayfield hos-pital last week, where he had an
operation for kidney trouble. Ile
remains very nick His neighbors andfriends hope him a speedy revovei
Conley Roberts of this place whohas been in declining health for thepast few years was moved to hisfather's, Dick Robrets, last week.
Last Saturday wos regular month-ly trade day at Latham. Many trad-
ers were there with house*, mules,(move and hound dogs
Contracties, Osborne and Son ofJackson, Tenn. with the aid of ten
or wtelve local carpenters, are mak-ing fine progress on our schoolbuilding. Looks as though we will
soon have another Welch high
school.
Forest House and family havebee in Martin for the last days has'ing been called to the bedside ofhis father Frank House, who re-mains in a serious condition.The Welch girls basketball team,consisting of Louise Vaughan, Vir-ginia French, Wyona Pounds, HildaHarwood, Geneva Cashon, 011iveneCashon, Georgia Ruth Teague andMarie Laird attended the Regionaltournament at Atwood. Tenn., lastThursday. Friday and Saturday.They were eacompanied by Profes.
sor Huel Wright and wife, and Mr.and Mrs. Chesley Morrison. Theylost in their second game to mvsseek
of Memphis. However, they surelywon in popularity.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummingsand son Dale spent the week end inMurray
Pi hit Oak Warhorses are hackfrom the State tournament They
were defeated in their second gameby Midway who won the state
championship.
MON NEWS
Mrs. Nora Byrn is visiting herbrother, Auzie Phelps, who hasbeen ill for the past few days.
Mrs Jim Gardner was buried atWesley Sunday afternoon.
Miss Margaret Shelton returnedhome Tuesday from Tucson, Ariz.,
where she has been spending thewinter with her brother and wife,Mr. and Mrs. James Shelton.L. T. Pharis was in Clinton Mon-day on business.
Judge and Mrs. E. J. Bennettvisited Auzie Phelps and son DavidSundayy afternoon.
Mrs. Randall McAlister and Mrs.John Wright, food leaders of Enonhomemakers club, attenied thefoods review conducted by MissFlorence Imlay at Cayce school onMonday.
Mr and Mrs. Gene Bynum whohave been lying in Detroit for thepast few years, have returned to
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON KENTUCKY
KING AND CHORUS GIRL
Fernand Gravet finds Joan Blondell is "a very dainty dish to set beforea king" in "The King and the Chorus Girl," the Mervyn LeRoy produc-tion for Warner Bros. which is the Smash Easter Attraction at the Or-pheum Theatre on Easter Sunday and Monday, March 28-29.
-
their home near Enon.
Mrs. Johnny Bushart of Detroit
is visiting her son, Jesse Bushart
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon McAlister
visited Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Pharis
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McAlister, M:
and Mrs. Sam Hicks and Jim Mc-
Alister went to Arkansas Friday to
attend te services of their sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Armour Browder of
Detroit spent Friday with Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Bushart.
A HOUSEHOLD HINT
To clean badly soiled wood use a
mixture consisting of one quart ofhot water, three tablespoons of boil-led linseed oil, and one tablespoon
of turpentine. Warm this mixture
and use while warm
LONE OAK NEWS
The Ladies Club of Lone Oak
met Wednesday afternoon of last
week with Mrs. C. M. Nelson and
Home Demonstration Agent.; •We discussed the improvement ofthe living room. Eight members andfour visitros. Mrs. Lorene Wood-
ruff, Mrs. Lela Brann, Miss LetieClement and Miss Louise Rushing.
were present. Games were played
'after the business session. Refresh-
ments were served.
R. E. Ellis met at Lone Oak lastWednesday afternoon and paid sev-
eral farmers their rental checks.
Mr. and Mrs Everette Williams
an daughter were. Saturday nightand Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
"THE NEWS" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK
Week's Bea Recipe
CITY CHICKEN -Cut two pounds
;of pork tenderloin and two pounds
, of veal steak in pieces one and one•half inches square. Season withlt and pepper Place alternatepleCCS of veal and pork on skewers
utitit six !Heil's are used. Roll each
ii crie•ket cm iambs, dip in beaten egg
mid roll again in crumbs. Brown on
-ades 144 hilt fat in ii hying pan,hen add Its,, cups of milk, cover and1 ,,ike in a modeiate oven (325 FAfir about tail hours ii until ien.
der SIT% I, cight people
FASHION FORECASThat brims this spring will sel-dom be straight or flat They are
',yin large for day or street wear,A nice street hat will la. a tiny sail-
or of straw with narrow brim thatturns up jauntily in back or at one
side. The miscue will he flattened
and look somewhat like a small
saterpan turned upside down on thehead. Stiff, long quills of featherstrim these plainer hats while flowers
run riot over the dressier niodels.
IN THE KITCHEN
A clean eoffee pot is the firm sa.
suldial for succe.isful coffee-making.
Whether you cling to the lod-fash-ionrd 414144. 4,1. prepare your
coffee hy the percolation or drip
method, the container must be spotle., or stale odors will overpower
the fragrant grew it contains.
GARDEN GOSSIP
Sliw. germinating and tender
seeds can best be started indoors in
Ii seed box, and later transplanted .to a cold frame or another box. If •
sonic of hte uncommon vegetables'do not suggest uses to you, look inyour cook books for excellent rec-ipes. Some of hte hardy annuals canbe seeded on frosted ground and will
start to grow earlier. Your list of
annuals should be made up as soon
u possible now—try a few new
ones this year.
In the School of Experience you
can tell what grade you are in by
counting the scars.
Homer Ross.
Mrs. Lillie Westmoreland haspurchased a new kitchen cabinet.We are sorry to hear Pilot Oaklosing in the state tournament af-ter working so hard.
Eudell Sharon has bought outJim Dudley. Eudell is in Detroit
working, he will nut occupy hisplace until next year.
Work is progressing nicely on theWelch high sclawil building.
Wonder why Mr. Rawls BrooksCherry spent the night with RobettGoodwin Saturday night.
Miss Lelila Brann lost a good al-gebra book on the road betweenDukedom and Kingston. Its return
will be appreciated.
re
I ,'ri'ot Holcomb
In Theft of Car
MAYFIELD, Ky., Mar 23—W. C.
Holcomb, 22, was attested in Ful-
ton early Monday morning and re
_
turned to Mayfield to answer a char-
ge of grand larceny. Holcomb was
arrested when he was allegedlyfound in possession of an automnbilebelonging to Attorney Tom Elam,Union City, which was stolen fromin front of the C. A. Byrn residence,'South Seventh Street, early Sun-
--
•••
.1 'As ,.A ',A.
Beautify
day night 11,,I4.4 ,4411, 1,; 410,1hack 141 Mayfield in (listed); of PIicemen W. J. Sextim end J R. She!.ton.
lie waived examining ti•lal andwas lodged in jail in default of $1,000bond fixed by Pollee Judge W, 11.Wyman. He will await action of theJune grand jury.
Most Fulton women's des of_liaii-piness would be to-be able fiTalikilgl'
clothes as often as they change their
minds.
I
rt)111? ri,011Tit' itiMEN AND LAWN!
Use Vigoro
The Complete EiTtilizer
"A SQVAID. NWAI, FOR ALL PLANTS"
The iVorld .11C,1 for Flowers, Lawns and Gardens
• • •
ALL KINDS OF FIELD AND GARDEN SEED11:11AGE PLANTS, ONION SLIPS ik• .S/:
• • •
We Have a Complete Stock of
GROCERIES, FRESH MEATS AND VEGET-
ABLES FOR YOUR EASTER NEEDS.
• • •
For Bigger, Healthier Baby Chicks Feed
WAYNE CHICK STARTER
Assures the Poultryman if Lower Growing Cost
We handle a complete line of Feeds for Hogs,Dairy Herds, Cattle and other Livestock.
• • •
A.C. Butts & Sons
40, rtir IIII I. FULTON, KY.
MiltiftrAtf2i Cifith MIntrirril
AN OUTSTANDING SHOWING OF
FOOTWEAR
SHOES
THAT
I. FIT
became
thelize
Putt
X-RAY
X-RAY
r /41 i-fr,
4.\
MIL
WHEN you buy shoes here
you are sure of getting utmost
value in style ... long wear
general satisfaction.
But that isn't all.
You also get absolute assur-
ance of perfect fit, by the only
known scientific meolod of fit:
ting shoes—X Ray.
One pair of mis-fitted shoes
may start you on the road t*
foot troubles. Why take 4
chance, ;when it costs you nothl
ing to be sure of palect fit? ,
Come in an.: let us denscia;
;trate. 44-4
q)10 'F•ITTING
FOR SPRING
and EASTER
'et
YOU CANSEE THE SMART STYLING IN NEW FOOTWEAR FOR SPRING AND EAS-
TER ON DISPLAY AT BERT'S SHOE STORE AND YOU WILL NOT BE FULLY OUTFITTED
UNTIL YOU HAVE VISITED OUR STORE AND SELECTED YOUR SHOES FROM THE OUT-
STANDING STOCK IN THIS TERRITORY. EVERY STYLE TREND, WIDTH AND SIZE TO
ASSURE YOU OF A PERFECT FIT AND THE SELECTIONS YOU WANT.
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF POPULAR PRICED SHOES AND HOSIERY, AND WE
HAVE THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC DEVICE FOR FITTING. THE X-RAY MACHINE PIC-
TURED ON THIS PAGE IS THE LATEST METHOD IN SHOE FITTING. IT LEAVES
NOTHING TO GUESSWORK.
"Walk in Comiort and Style11
LAY YOUR PLANS NOW TO VISIT FULTWHERE STYLE AND A PERFECT FIT ARE
ON'S NEWEST EXCLUSIVE SHOE STORE, PARAMOUNT FEATURES OR SERVICE.
Bert's Shoe Store
209 MAIN STREET
rEIE.72/2/2JET21-2/.2.1212/2/Eif2
*0111111•••••••••••••....4116.1•00.1..
_
BERT NEWHOUSE, OWNER
NEX1 TO BENNETT DRUG STORE
FULTON, KENTUCKY
fL
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• SPRING FOOTSTEPS
by Fiances Fashion
----
-no, way you look this Spring''
depends a good deal upon your
choice of shoes...for Spring footwear
fashems are simply fascinating ..
quite revolutionary.. and at their
most glorious, in the displays at The
Dotty Shop. They've just unpack-
ed their Spring l'aris Fashion Nat-
ural Poute shoes and what a col.
let:time
For sports %%var. they've natty
swing sports oxfords fl reverse Calf,
genuine Bucko, Calfskin or Combin-
Winn Leather* They've square-toe
stake double Kittle ',mime oxfords,
style', that it unhileml and perfor-
ated Ii a ieekas 10114. \V the keen
isdei e,rsi el l! 1111; 11111111.4 a I Hi
Tithiti Tao 14eitm•ct cbmthesnI
1144. eiulor. \\ uth glecn.: and
I,111\% i AF. 11 111111., I W111t•
V, Oft thrown, (talk Illown or all
White. Particular emphasis is placed
on these swagger brogues because of
the importance Of strict sports clo-
thes for spring, mud the direct sway ,
to very dress cothes. Spectator
modes are less important as the in-
between type of shoe, but are worn
with sports or dress clothes, accord-
ing to the mood of the wearer.
As for dress-up footwear, words
come at, fast, the typewriter can't
keep up with them. Such originality
. such chic. Pumps seem to be in the
limelight again built high, with
cunning bow, button or cutwork
trim,. Anklemtrap sandals, too, are
very new cut to give the foot a
smart "wrapped" appearance. Ano-
ther newcomer is the sandalized ox-
ford in the design an oxford, but
with cutwork at shank, quarter and
instep giving it the sandalized ap-
pearance.
A good many of these exhilarating
styles are in Oabardine used alone
or in cobination with Patent or Calf-
skin. sometimes with Suede. Kid-
skin. Calfskin, Patent, Suede and
Doeskin are also important the two
hitter used for the vivacious multi-
color sandals that have come right
through into Spring from cruise
footwear. There are as many as eight
different colors in a single sandal.
Other featured colors are Grey,
Beige, various shades of Blue, from
the greyish-bluish "Postman's" Blue
.. to Royal Blue - bright Browns
(Terra Cotta, Carrot Tan, Ginger,
Titian). Couservatists will find plen-
ty of beatifiul styles in Navy, dark
Brown and classic Black.
This is just a thumbnail descrip-
tion of the gorgeous dispays at The
Dotty Shop. Give yourself a rare
treat and go down to see them.
Int( csc00Iastic Tourney
Jo lk Held At Murray
Muri ay, Ky , March 23—Plans are
going forward for the District Inter-
scholastic Music and Debate tourna-
ment to be held at Murray State Col-
lege March 26 and 27. All high
schools in the first district will be
invited to participate and the win-
ners of the various music and debate
events will be eligible to enter the
state contests at Lexington.
The committee in charge of ar-
rangements for the affair is com-
posed of Walter C. Jetton, Padu-
cah. K. R. Patterson. Mayfield and
M. 0. Wrather, Murray. Dr. James
H. Richmond, president of Murray
State College, said that he was
heartily in favor of the contests
and would give his support to them
in every way.
Murray State College has acted
as host for the Interscholastic Mus-
ic and Forsenic tournament for the
last several yeras.
Counties included are: McCracken,
Graves, Calloway, Fulton, Carlisle,
Ballard, Marshall, and Hickman.
As a general rule in life, one gets
about what one pays for.
_
DR. SELDOM COHN
302 Walnut Si., Fulton, Ky.
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.
OFFFIr/E HOURS:
9 to 12 A. M. 1 to 5 P. M.
PHONE 286
-
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ROUTE FOUR NEWS
s. '1' N1 ;tfutl iiiy cal s,
quietlafii d away 'I tiesday Id 6
p.m. he was injured in a fall two
weeks ago and developed double
pneumonia a few hours before death.
She leaves an aged husband, two
sons, Letcher and Boone, four
daughters, Mrs. Salone Herrin, Mrs.
Ruth Finch, Mrs. Emma Edwards 01
Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Veva
Dancey of Toronto, Ontario; six
grandchildren and six great grand-
children; two brothers, J. F. Finch
of Daniphan. Mo., and W. B. Finch
also survive. She lived her entire
life in thin vicinity and her home
was in sight of her birthplace. Up
her failing health n few yeata,
ago slum. %v as very attic. in Inc home,
in church ‘vork and in the Eas14.1.,
etgatiliation. She a menu .
1,er 111 NIAV I 1111)(` 01111111 since 1.'
radii ilge and lived a beautiful
Christian life. Truly "Iler feet have
totalled the meadows" and left the
daises rosy." September 17, 1936,
marked the sixtieth milestone of her
wedded life, which she and her com-
panion happily witnessed together.
In her entire life she was never
afraid, not of sickness, misfortune,
bereavement, nor any of the trials
of a lifetime. Then when the last
summons came, she aswered, "I am
ready," turned her face toward the
sunset and went out to meet her
, Maker unafraid.
Funeral services were conducted
by Rev. W. T. Dennington, an old
family friend. at New Hope church
Thursday at 2 p.m., followed by in-
terment in Mt. Moriah cemetery.
Mr. Bailey Stone of Detroit visi-
ted ha mother, Mrs. Etta Stone, last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howell and
children, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Howell visited Mr. Jewell England
at Wickliffe Sunday.
Mrs. Emma Edwards of Washing-
ton, D. C., Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dunn
and Mr. J. F. Finch of Daniphan.
Mo., Mrs. W. H. Edwards of Birch
Tree, Mo., and Miss Doris Finch of
Yorkville, Tenn., were called here
by the death of Mrs. T. M. Watkins.
Mrs. Ruth Stallins of Crutchfield
spent a few days the past week with
Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mrs. Elbert Stone was called to
Hornbeak. Tenn., Tuesday by the
unexpected death of her mother,
Mrs. Nettie Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Irvine and
daughter attended the funeral of Mr.
W. J. Allen. Jr., at Oakton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Elliott, Mrs.
Donald Cherry and daughter, were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
Moore.
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
PHOSPHATE MEETINGS
Would you be interm . :441 in se-
curing enough 20 percent phosphate
fertilizer to take up 60 percent of
your soil building payment and
only havt to pay the freight on this
material? Meetings have been sched-
uled at the following places to ex-
plain how the farmers may take ad-
vantage if this proposition.
Meetings were held at Cayce,
Crutchfield and Palestine Wednes-
day and Thursday.
Other meetings this week are:
Hickman. Court House, Friday at
7:30. March 26th: Fulton, Saturday
at 1:30 p. m., Woman's Club Build-
ing, March 27th: Sassasfras Ridge.
Tuesday at 7:30 p. m., March 30;
Sylvan Shade. Wednesday at 7:30
p. m., March 31.
Applications will be available at
these meetings for those that are
interested.
ORDER LIME EARLY
It has just been learned that the
Farm Bureau does not have any as-
surance that the price of Agricul-
tural limestone will not be increased
after July 1st. Therefore farmers
that are planning to use lime should
pdace their orders at once for del-
ivery before July :st. Lime can be
ordered now for delivery any time
during the summer or fall, this way
one can be sure that they will get
the lime before the rush season be-
gins. Last year most of the farmers
waited until they were ready to
spread the lime before placing their
orders. This caused a rush that the
lime companies could not take care
of and some were unable to secure
lime until so late that no payment
could be made for using lime. It is
likely that this will happen again
unless orders are placed early. This
woult also assure the members get.
• titiTin
FOR AMBULANCE SERVICE PHONE 15
IN AN EMERGENCY—DAY OR NIGHT
• -FUNERAL DIRECTORS-•
WINSTEAD-JONES & CO., Inc.
!IS SECOND ST. FULTON, RT.
CLEAN and WHITEN TEETli
with Cato:, the Oxygen tooth powder which
penetrates to the hidden crevices between the
teeth. Pleasant, Refreshing, Protects the gums
and is economical to use.
TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPENSE
What Cato: will do for your teeth Is reallydemonstrated by you in your own home at our
melts*. Simply fill in the coupon with your
earn* and address and mail it to us. You wiD
receive absolutely tree a teat can of CALOE
TOOTH POWDER, the powder more and
more people are using every day.
 
 FREE TRIAL CA/UPON 
McKinnon 11 *newel, lee., Fairfield. Cam&
Uri iseP II I n . fey trial of cmAa rotmi rowDut at no espreve to
tow I will trv it. k 
‘
Nam&
Add:sus
tuts lime for $16.00 per tun.
An effort is being made by the a-
gent and A. C. P. committeemen to
get phosphate applied to every acre
of land that is limed in 1937.
DATE FOR FILING WORK
SHEETS SET FOR MARCH 3181
Farmers in Kentucky who did not
take part in the farm program hut
year, and who desire to participate
in the 1937 Agricultural Conserva-
tion program are requested to file
work sheets for their farms not later
than March 31. County Agent J. B.
Williams announces.
Those farmers who participated
in the program last year need net
file work sheets this year. However,
if any change has been made in the
..i/e of the farm, or if the pieducer
operating a different ha iii in 1937,
he ::11mitild tautly the comity miunee
immediately ol :“.ch change.
The .. a I.. }Wel a f111 lat no . talming
pail in the ptevram tot the first
in 1937 will show acreage of each
separate ermup and land use min the
farm.
Under the program this year. the
county office will furnish each farm-
er u statement showing crop bases,
the number of acres upon which
payment can be received for diver-
en, and the amount of the soil
building allowance for the farm.
With this information farmers can
determine early in the season app-
roximately the amount of payment
that can 1* earned under the pro-
gram. They will be able to plan
their farming operations so as to fit
the program to the needs of their
Firms and at hie same time qualify
for full payments.
Farmers are being urged to the
worksheets prior to March 31st so
that necessary information about
bases, crop acreage, and the soil
building allowance for 1937 can be
furnished by the county office in
sufficient time to be of greatest use
on the farm.
U. S. Exports 12,790,116
Pound. of Walnuts In '36
A substantial increase in exports
of confectionery and edible nuts
from the United States in 1936 com-
pared with 1935 is indicated in a
report just received by the Louis-
ville District Office of the Depart-
ment of Commerce. Sales of all con-
fectionery to markets beyond the !
limits of continental United States
totalled 14 842,755 pounds valued at$2,394.686 in 1936, the largest volume
at trade recorded for any year since
1930. Among shipments were 12.790.-
116 pound of walnuts consigned from
United States in 1936, an increase
of 7.1 percent compared with 193:
This is a good time of the year for
the people of Fulton to become
home-town conscious.
Correct this sentence; "I can take
my liquor because it never has hurt
me."
A Itoml to the People
fly NIIIND 1'111A111N
Ammlional Chou-nom
 
 Searistela el the Hvpublic 
"The Government itself is under bond
10 the American prop', that In the
tintintise of its functions and powers it
will deal with the body of our citizens
hi a manner scrupulously honest and
fair and absolutely just."
newt are the words of former Presi-
dent Cleveland, the tx.iitennial of whoee
birth, on March le, 1837, admirers cele-
brate this year.
By many thousands of Americans,
regardless of party affiliations, the
tnemor-y lit their author is honored for
the (1,,c,tiltal to our national welfare
shout' in lila oflIc1.1 acts and utter-
o1.4 and admonition.; arc
(Voted Ili ii il ii', ti 111C.:.Y of tile
Prgbl' VI)''.11 t'nlaY•
are eta it few ?a that America
might it , well to tie all:
Public Service: "Ofilcc-hobicTs aro
the agents of the people, net their
Masters"
The Constitution: "The oath I now
take to preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution of the United States, not
only impressively defines the great re-
sponsibilities I now assume, but sug-
gests obedience to Constitutional com-
DAIWA as the rule by which nry official
Sonduct must be guided. I 'shall pre-
serve the Constitution by loyally Pro-tecting every K rant of Federal power it
contaitui, by defending all its restraints
when attacked by impatience or rest-
lessness and by enforcing its limitations
and reservations In favor of the people."
Economy: "Extravagant appropria-
tions of public money, all Its de-
motallzing consequences, should not be
tolerated."
Self
-Reliance: "Though the people
should support the government, the
goverrunent should not support the
people."
Merit System: "If the people of this
country ever submit to the banishment
of its underlying principle from •
operation of their government. t
will abandon the surest guarantee ,
the safety and success of American in-
stitutions"
Horne Rule: "Devotion to the public
good will lead us to Arongly resist all
impatience of constitutional limitation
of Federal power and to pe'ral:da n•
check the increasing mminukeey e:,.•
the setqx• of federal legislat.on mt
domain of State and local lurisdk
upon the plea of subserving the pm .
welfare."
Not only on a centenary date. hut
throughout our national hi.torst, Amit-
ies can, with profit, both honor and
follow such advice.
'Rural Retail Sales
Higher In February
Daily average sales of genera;
merchandise in small towns and ru-
• welft0•111•1•01111...
al areas fur February were about =having defied the drouth of last111/2 percent higher in dollar volume '
than for February 1936, and were
141/2 percent above those for the There seems to be no possible way
same month of 1935. These chin- I of protecting ourselves against &Ju-
ges were revealed by preliminary ieign plant and insect pests. Already
millions of elm trees have been dais-estimates just received by the Louis-
ville District Office of the Depart- • keyed by an Insect
 
imparted a twir
ment of Commerce, based on rural years ago from England; the Euro-pea corn-borer and the Japanesenchain store and mail-order sales. !
Sales for February decreased by, trut fly, or beetle, are Ikewise ourherita;,e from the old world. Nowmore than the usual amount at this
season of the year. Sales for the comes this newest menace to be-devil A:nerican agriculture and to, frst two months of the year were
; convince us, if we had not already about 11 percent above those for the
same period of 1936. been convinced, that the least of
anything we import from foreign
NEW FARM MENACE 
lands the better off we will be.
A littIV Wred with a bell-shaped
blossom has brought a new worry
I'' the farmers of the U. S., a worry
se ',creels steps are being taken by
the g‘overimuunt to stamp out the
menace. Already 2,000,000 acres of
land west of the Mississippi river
have hetai abandoned to this weed.
and that fact alone should warrant
faimers around Fulton in keeping
a close watch for its appearance on
their acres.
1 This newest pest is called "bind-
weed," and was carried to Americafrom Europe a few years ago in ship-
ments of oats or barley. It sends its
roots down as far as 30 feet, and all
attempts to kill it by cutting it off
at the ground have failed. When itgets a start it quickly spreads andIn a single season will cover a fieldlike a blanket, chokng out all other
vegetation. Already it has gained afoothold in Nebraska, Minnesota.
'Kansas, and South Dakota, and latest
. reports are that it is beginning to
appear in states east of the Mississ-
summer. when most weed pests per-
-- .
One can't help sigh ter the days
whee the average Fulton boy want-
ed only a bag of peanut which onlybrought indigestion instead of a few
gallons of gasoline which bring re-
pair bulls.
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
MONEY BACK
T118 W ;IA.!. RI) THE k MIL NI hesbrought prompt. Aelinlue r•li,f In
thousands 131 Mem of Staasash andlbaadanal Wears. due to Hyperacid-
and other form. of Stomach Dia
Peas d , • ut Ev•ass Acid SOLD osi
DAYS TRIAL- For capai Akita kir
re44"WIllard's
Ait tor is --teso—all
Bennett's Drug Store
Water Valley:
Weeks Drug Store
44,4
*QUALITY BABY CHICKS
IINNIM1111111/
AT ECONOMICAL PRICES
Barred Rocks, White Rocks, White Wyandotte,. It. I. Red,
8u11 Orphingtons, Jersey White Giants, Braharnas. Leghorn,.
Better chicks grow and thrive and return a handsome profit.
CUSTOM HATCHING—Make Reservations
In Advance To Be Assur -.4 of Quicker Service
FULTON HATCHERY
405 Walnut St.
MRS. DON GERLING
Phone 483 Fulton, Ky.
rill% SPEND LESS
AND OWN MORE!
DISTINCTIVE new linos giveovriv a hetet of the sweeping
advancements itt the Ford V-8 for
1937. From its improved V-8 en-
gines to the comfort of its Center-
Poise ride ... this car offers you
finer performance. greater luxury,
less expense ... than even Ford has
ever offered. Now there's greater
wisdom than ever in putting your
money into the extra value that
Ford always represents. This year
millions of Americans will take
more pride than ever before when
they say, "Ire drive sl
YOUR FQAD DSALER
AveNtoititte 11 11119 MAIM Pasts—gas a
month, after usual down payment, buys any
model 1037 Ford V- a car. Ask your Ford
dealer about the easy pat•ment plans of the
Iniversal Credit Company.
FLASHING V-s PERFORMANCE-
Now quieter, thriftier. and in two
engine sire:.
MORE MILES PER (LUJAN —Owners
report 22 to 27 with the Thifyia60.
-best mileage ever" with she nt
new RS,
EASY-ACTION SAFETY BRAKE!—
tie push gentle and rim wisp quickly!
Safety ot ace/ from pedal to wheel.
SOUND-CONDITIONED BODIES —
Seseral different insulating materials
to shut out noise. heat, cold. Rubber
••0114..s'• betum en host, and frame.
The Quality Car
in the
Low-price field
at the lowest price
in years!
CENTER-POLS1E RIDING—All passen-
gers "amidships." between the axles.
LUXURIOUS INTERIORS— Deep cush-
ions, tailored upholstery. isquisus
wood-grain trim. New handles, con-
trols, instruments.
New Effortless Steering • All Steel-on-
steel Construction • Large Luggage
Compartments in All Models* Battery
Under Engine Hood • Safety GI.:34
Throughout • Cowl Parking Brake.
NEW FORD IT•8
Thy Brilliant "85" • The Thrifty "60"
'
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS ANINCtiN
"Shower of Gold" Prize Campaign, Y1
Er"
1 A Lifetime Opportunity
I For Your Child
FROM 6 MONTHS TO 12 YEARS OF AGE
The News takes great pleasure in annion.ti.vz the greatest and most unique prize anard in
its history. a "SHOWER OF Ctii.n FOR itAltlEs." o herein 5 children of this section mill rec-
eive HUNDREDS of DOLLARS IN CASII. !Lich ol these children o iii he anarded a CASII
PRIZE ranging from $500.00 to $25.00..1 total of SI.000.1011 %%ill be given :May, besides several
hundred dollars in commissions.
The idea is unique and extraordinary. In tie past, grown-ups and girls and boys in their
teens have been the fortunate ones in such awards. In this subscription campaign. The News
Is glad to accord the cillt.pitt:N of this section the spotlight. The children iti month. to 1 .
- years of age) are the winners for the first time hi the history of urn %papering in this section.
Entrance into the campaign is FREE, absolutely. There is no COST WHATSOEVER. Your
child can be entered and win S500.00 in CASH %1 ithout the expenditure of one red cent. In this
t respect, also. The News is writing newspaper history; and this chapter is dedicated to the
children In this trade area. "a•
Whether you are a reader of The News or not; whether you live in the city of Fulton or
in Fulton county or many miles away, we want ,ou to enter your child in this unique cam -
M /feign. Every child ha., an equal chance to win the BIGGEST PRIZE so don't hesitate but clip
the entrance coupon, to he found elsewhere on this page, and send it to the "SHOWER OF
GOLD" CANIPAIGN MANAGER, in care of The News. Then your child null be entered for
A one of the BIG CASH PRIZE. We cannot enter your child, but you can do so yourself quick-
ly and without any trouble at all. It is easy Just think of what a royal gift that prize of
.„ $500.00 would be for your child.
If your child is six monrs ild and not over twelve years old, ACT NOW and fill in the
coupon. We will do the rest.
You love your child, of course. You think your child is the prettiest and the brightest little
piece of humanity in the world. lit on your opinion. You can't lose an thing for there is no
cost connected theren Rh at all. your child can gain much. just think of' it—s100.00 possibly.
Why hesitate, then? We hope You won't. and we believe you %turf( delay alter reading these
uords.
In later years, If you tail to act. nos . you will be to blame. You will always wonder if
your child would have won, if uu tail to send his or her name today. You do not want to have
that guilty, self-conscious feelinz in the comini: years. We know you do not want to pass up
the smallest chance of your child's winning the $500.00 prize or even one of the OTHER prizes
n or the commission.
A careful readinc of the rest of this double page and the news story will convince you that
your child's future demands your action now. FILL OUT AND MAIL THE COUPON AT
ONCE.
1 The plan adopted is the fairest and most impartial conceivable. The plan isstraightforward and simple and is fully outlined in this announcement. Let it be un-derstood at the very outset trial. this is riot a "beauty" or "popularity" contest, but a
!,...) strictly legitimate competitive proposition for ambitious, enterprising parents, rela-
tives and friends and one into which only Iv: orVer:I' -e al.,1 determination enters
"rale
EARLY START MEANS EARLY FINISH
GOOD FOR 250,000 EXTRA VOTES
FIRST WEEK COUPON
. This coupon when accompanied by ten year subscriptions or the equivalent of
($10.00) will credit a candidate 250,00 extra votes if turned in during the first
week of active entry.
SUBSCRIBERS NAME
SUBSCRIBERS NAME 
SUBSCRIBERS NAME
CANDIDATE'S NAME
rust===- ENTRY BLANK
If You Love Your Child Mail This Coupon Today.'
•GOOD FOR 25,000 VOTES
To "Shower of Gold" Campaign Manager,
THE NEWS,
Fulton, Ky.
i wan. to enter the name of the child be ow in your "Shower of Gold'' Prize
Campaign. Please send me full details.
PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS
Name (Parent or Guardian)
Address, Street
•••
State 
Name of Child _.--.—__—___.
Age - DeY(CEeek) Giri(Check) 
—
NOTE: Only one of ;liege coupons a, cepted for each member.
•••••••11naem. 
SEND US YOUR BABY'S
PHOTOGRAPH AT ONCE
1
 i. •
CAMPAIGN IS BRIEF,'
The object of the prize distribution IS t o fold . Pri-
marily to increase the already large subscription list
of THE NEWS,
 
to collect arrears and advance subscrip-
tion payments from present or old subscribers, and at
the same time afford parents and relatives of the sur-
rounding territory an opportunity to insure the future
happiness and education of a loved one through their
spare time during the next few weeks. So it is a plan
that works both ways, and to the ultimate good of all
concerned.
In order to gain this end quickly and advantag-
eously, a valuable list of cash prizes has been set aside
for distribution among those who participate most ac-
tively. Ambition and energy are the only requisites
for success.
HOW VOTES ARE SECURED
It takes votes to win the Big Cash Prizes and they
are secured in the following way: First by clipping the
Free Vote Coupon appearing in issues of this news-
paper. There is no limit to the number of these cou-
pons you may secure. Get your friends to save them
for you. They all count. Begin gathering them NOW
while they are good for 500 votes each. The only re-
strictions placed on voting these coupons is that they
must be cast before the expiration appearing thereon
The other and faster way to accumulate votes in
this campaign is by securing new and renewal sub-
scriptions to this newspaper. On
cured a certain number of votes
amount paid and during which "
ceived at the campaign departm
votes,
each subscription w-
ale issued on the
period" same are re-
ent. See schedule of
•
••••••irm •  .•••• -••••.•10.
LOOk A TI
WHICH PRIZE FOR YOUR
Winners under the published Mee can win I
i FIRST PRIZE
1 SECOND PRIZE
1 THIRD PRIZE
L
FOURTH PRIZI
SPECIAL PRLZI
BIG PRIZ1
41.
S300.000 In Cash Reserved for Commission
Just think what you could do for yoi
the $50.0q (VIVA PE
•••=.,,M.P4IMW.e1=P wo4 .11=41.0.411.0.11.0.1.00.0.,=•
SUBSCRIPTION RATES AND VOTE SC1111 LTLE OF
THE FUL TON NEWS
1 YEAR
2 YEARS
3 YEARS
4 YEARS
5 YEARS
$1.00
$'2.00
$3.00
$4.00
$5.00
A
$,000
10.000
20.000
35,090
60,000
5.000
15,000
23.000
40 000
75..000
Schedule of votes allowed for New and Renewal
Subscriptions to The Fulton News:
Schedule A----Votes nflowed on Subscriptions for
City of Fulton and South Fulton.
Schedule B—Votes allowed on Subscril :ions out-
side the twin-cities. Where The News is sent outside of
Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Obion and Weakley counties
contestants MUST COLLECT $1.00 EXTRA for each one
year to take care of additional postage charges.
af-1111111111111111611111111111111111111ft
ob.
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4'31NCES A
algq, For Children
PRIZES
$1200.00
• k1.00 Af THESE
BIG PRIZES
•
I PRIZE FOR le BOY OR GIRL?
• Vie published Mies can w in the following Cash Prizes:
•
••••••••••=
41 oirtt
$500.00
$
 
 
200.00100.00
$50.00age
 
 $50.00
ash Reserved for Commlasions for Non Prise-Winners)
nk what on could do for your child U awardedthe $.1014 GiNIND PRIZE.
•MA. 
 MNiedn6 
••••••••••.,AMMIM ..”,•••MIF••=msalOw vino.
I ' ULF OF
5.000
13,000
25,000
40 000
limos
ad Renewal
riptions for
:ions out-
t outside of
ley counties
or each One
111trAINIVISIP'stilite sirer.er - •
How the Prizes 11711 Be Awarded
Winners under the published rules, can win the
following Prises:
Just think what you could do for your child if
awarded the 1500.00 GRAM) PRIZE.
The Boy or Girl candidate having the greatest
'.i number of votes in the entire Campaign will be
k
1
I Boy or Girl contestants having the next highest votetotals will be awarded the third, fourth, and specialprizes.
All active non-prize winning contestants will re-ceive 20 per cent Cash Commission on all subscrip-tions they have turned in during the Campaign,cording to the rules of the Campaign.
awarded the first prize, which will be $500 00 in Cash
The Boy or Girl candidate having the next highest
number of votes will be awarded the second prize
which will be $200.00 in Cash.
After the two big prizes have been awarded the
1.16IPti
••••••,..=•••••••••mem. mom •••• •••• moo- ...ow ••• •••
1
4.11 A •
•
• ...a.m.
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Parents, Guardians, Rela-
1tives &Friends-Read This
1)1) siiti love your child? 40 l'011eSe ii,. knew yeti do.
 for we have children also, darling little,oue..sters. as cetc as they eall pessibly he, devoted to Daddy and Slai,iiii.. and trusting theirhive for them.
Have yfIll thought of your future 01 course, for every parent worthy of the 114111ehas thought seriously and continio s (ii plan, as the youngster grows older. tor the little one'sfuture, tor the child's prosperity and happihess, but have yOU ist.1:111/I'd N hat yilii n ill be aideIi, offer that balm, olive time or school and c dirge rolls around and 1t ben the grown up childoi yours is ready to enter a prides. • al or busciess career? You probably lia%e to •  4'5tent, but not seriously possibly.
And that is why we are urging you to thiqk now and act NOW, not later. Your childcan win the five hundred dollar prize or one of the other prizes. The 'a inning oi such anamount of money as the five hundred dollars now would assure a college education and afine start in life of this work-a-day world. Your child deserves such a start. TIIE NEWS iscalling on you to help your child get this start by entering its name in the "SHOWER OFGOLD" campaign. Nothing can be lost. AU may he gained for the child.
By entering your child's name you will not be winning cash for yourself, for we takeit that parents are capable of getting along somehow. But you would be storing up richesfor your child, riches which that little one cannot store up for itself. But you can. So THENEWS urges every parent to place their child's name in the race at once.
THE NEWS glories in the manhood and womanhood of this set lion of our great country.We take pride in those parents whose start in this world was not SO good, but oho have de-termined to see to it that their children get a better start.
 a better education and surer anda greater develipment (it the laculties that God gave them at birth. This paper has on manyoccasions praised the man and woman oh') ILI., risen from humble birth to herths of woo crtor g 1 in this 'aorta. THE SEWS alwas is much prouder of a silt made man for %nnhinIii.,,, one reared in lusurs and ',repelled into the high patho a) of
But friends, e feel that such a self-made man or o oman has had countless handicaps too‘ercome, which were unnecessary. We urge our parent friends to see to it their childrenescape the hardships and toilsome efforts which they, the parents. meet through. In keepingwith this ideal—and it is a glorious ideal, to help the younger generation march upward taccomplish glorious things—THE NEWS urges e‘ery parent in this entire section to readthese words over and then do the little this paper asks for the future happiness of TOURCHILD.
YOUR SON, YOUR DAUGHTER
PROBABLY WON'T GO TO COLLEGE
WHY!
BECAUSE all talk and no provision for a college
education won't pay the cost—your son or daughter
will be ready for college before you are prepared to
pay for his or her education—and the result will be '
o, he or she will get a job and be deprived of the best
background a young man or young woman can have
for the strenuous end difficult battle of making a
good living. The reason of such a failure will simply -
be because YOU. the FATHER and MOTHER, hasn't
had foresight enough to prepare for it.
A college education is a guarantee of an abilio.
to earn a better living after graduation. The father I
or mother who sets aside money for the college •
education Of their child NOV is making a wonder-ful investment.
-
,11011111emli
4111111111F.Q
HOW TO ENTER, WHAT TO DO!
The first thing to do is to clip the Entry Coupon
1 appearing below; fill in the name and address of your
own Baby or a little niece or nephew and mail or de-
liver to the campaign department of THE NEWS at
.1 once. This coupon entitles the child who you wish to
enter with 25,000 FREE votes. These votes are given as
- a starter—to speed your favorite on its way to ..win.
Only one such entry coupon whl be accepted for each
entrant.
The next step is to call on or write the campaign
department for a free outfit. Thus equipped, you have
.- but to see your Baby's relatives, friends and acquain-
tances and have them pay up their subscriptions thru1 you That's all there is to it. However, let us say_ your little prize winner will never get anywhere unless) you make a start—the earlier the better. Once started.
I
7 let nothing discourage you. Anything worth having is,
worth striving for. A few short weeks and your littledarling may be worth $500.00 more in Cash. Father,
mothers, brothers, sisters, aunts, uncles.
 
grandad,grandmother and friends, all can help get votes andvotes win the $50000 in Cash.
RULES AND REGULATIONS OF CONTESTANTS
I. No salaried employee of The Newsis eligible to enter this competition.This does not apply to Children of thispaper's correspondents.
2. Any white child cix months totwelve years of age residing in Fultonand adjoining counties is eligible toenter this "Shower of Gold" Campaignand compete for the gifts. This paperreserves the right to reject any nomi-nation.
.1 The winners of the Prizes will beis-cided by their accredited votes, saidotes being represented by ballots is-ied on subscriptions and coupons
'.ipped from THE NEWS.
4 Participants in this campaign are
,.t confined to their own town or
• r•immunity in which to secure sub-
• moons but may take subscriptionsv where in this section, or for thatutter anywhere in the United Statescan have as many helpers as theywish.
5. Cash must accompany all subscrip-P tions where votes are desired. Candi-dates will be allowed to collect backo subscriptions and renewals as well asentirely new subscriptions and voteswill be issued on all alike. No subscrip-tion will be accepted for a longer per-iod than 5 years in advance.
6. Votes are free. It costs the sub-scriber nothing extra to Cast votes foranyone, but votes must be asked for attime of paying subscriptions, otherwisesubscriber waives privilege.
I
7. Votes are not transferable. Candi-dates cannot withdraw in favor of an-other candidate. Should a candidatew ithdraw from the race, his or hervotes will be canceled. Neiher will it1 e permissable for candidates to givetransfer subscriptions to another
, indidate after they have been receiv-ed at the office Votes on such trans-red subscriptions will be subject to
, <qualification at the discretion of thei ,-, nagement.
tt. Any collusion on the part of can-tinlates to nullify competition or any(Wier combination formed to the detri-ment of other candidates or tins news-paper will not be tolerated. Any candi-date taking part in such corniiinations. ntis liable to forfeit all rights to a1 ize or commission.
1 - 9 All votes issued on ballots may beheld in reserve and cast at the discre-te n of candidates or this newspaper.Ti• • free vote coupons appearing fromIn e to time in the paper must be cast
•
before the expiration date appearingthereon.
10. In the event of a tie for any oneof the prizes a prize identical in valuewill be given each tying contestant.
11. Participants in this campaign areauthorized agents of this newspaper butit is understood and agreed that theybe responsible for all money col-lected, and must remit such amounts infull each week to the campaign depart-ment.
12 No statement or promise machby candidates varying from the rulesand statement appearing through thecolumns of this paper will be recogniz-ed by the publishers.
13 In case of typographical or othererrors It is understood that neither thepublishers nor campaign manager shallbe held responsible except to make thenecessary correcton upon discovery ofSame.
14. Candidates who remain ACTIVEto the finish and who fail to win oneof the regular prizes will be paid 20"1.cash commission on all subscriptionmoney turned in on their account. Itis distincty understood, however, thatin the event any candidate becomes IN-active, fading to average at least tendollars each week, he or she will at thediscretion of the management becomedisqualified and thereby forfeit al:rights to prize or commission.
15. To insure absolute fairness inawarding of prizes the race willbrought to a close under a sealed bal-lot box. During the last three days ofthe campaign a ballot box—locked andsealed—wiil be placed in The Newsoffice where candidates and theirfriends will deposit their final collec-tions and reserve votes. In any way noone, not even the campaign manager,can posshily know the voting strengthof the various candidates, w hich pre-eludes any possibilities of favoritismand insures fairness to the minutestdetail.
16. This newspaper guarantees fairanti impartial treatment to all partici-pants hut should any question arise thedecision of the management of thisnewpaper will he absolute and final.17. Name of the person who plac-es a candidate in nomination will not bedivulged under any circumstances.18. In becoming a candidate, nartici-pants agree to abide by the above con-ditions.
19 The management reserves theright to add additional prizes if theyso wish.
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PLANS ARE MADE
FOR DERBY DAY
Louisville is going to tell the
world at Derbytirne this year that
the city was by no means washed a-
way in the 1937 flood. Through a
bigger and better gayer and more
lavish Kentucky Deeby Festival than
ever. Louisville will celebrate.
A glittering array of special ev-
ents is being prepared for the week
leading up to Derby Day, May 8,
the Kentucky Derby Festival Assoc-
iation announced today. Streets
which only a few wee!:,. ago wt
canals along %s hall p. i hK
will be idled with llworw. of !Lc:: y
Inakers.
Sports life in Kentucky II.,
selected as the subject tor
pageant parade, hut the city will also
Use the opportunity prevated
festival to express Its ;4)1)1, 4 at Iii
to the entire nation for aid given
during the disaster. Floats showing
Louisville's gratitude w ill appear in
the parade.
Trotting races, coon hunting, bur-
goo feasts and ther traditional Ken-
tucky amusements will be depicted
In other floats constructed by the
association. &sorra of other howls
Beware Coughs
from common colds
That Hang On
No matter now many inesneine-;
have tried fez your cough. chest cold
gr bronchial trritation, you can get re-
lief now with creaanulsion. Burkina
trouble may be brewing and 3'')" can-
not afford to take a chance with any-
thing less titian Oretantilston, which
goes right to the seat of the troutto
Isz aid nature to soothe and h, al the
tnflatned membranes as tile germ-latten
phlegm is lociseried and expelled.
S%en if other remediee have failed,
don't be discouraged, your druggist Ls
authorized to guarantee Creoriiitsion
and to refund your mnnev vou art' net
Satiated with results from the vcry first
botUe.CietCreomull:lon right now. (Adv.)
'hue units will be entered in the
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON KENTUCKY
BILL TERRY, MANAGER NEW YOE% GI INTS,
TRIES Ills HAND WITH' A FARMALL
massed marching clubs and "Seed Spotting" of T sree
.rode also. Economical For Farmers
Among the features of Derby Fes-
tival Week will be a brilliant tennis
program, with Fred Perry, Ells-
worth Vines, George M. Lott and
Bruce Barnes as the strati; the an-
nual Derby Ball. brilliant social fun-
ction attended by dozens of note-
hies: and the Kentucky Colonels'
()inner, at which homage is paid an-
nually to the mint julep and Ken-
tucky fellowship.
This day in time it takes seven
men for every government job—
aie to do the work and six to fill out
tile blanks.
DOES
YOUR
CAR
NEED
.1.N. oF THESE
SERVICES?
•COMPLETE LUBRICATION
•CHANGE OF OIL IN THE MOTOR
•WASHING, BATTERY' SERVICE
• NEll. KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIREI
• HIGH-TEST TORPEDO GASOLINE
Illinois Oil Company
Fourth Street H. C. SAMS, Mt.. Fulton, Ky.
A GOOD START
- - - IS HALF THE R trE
A toed start with your BABY CHICKS means hal: year
worries are over. Saferuard their health by using a freshly
manufactured feed.
WE SUGGEST:
BROWDER'S
ALL MASH STARTER
1.1111‘.% h
ALL MASH GROWER
These feeds are manufactured fre.h daily in a careful
manner and reach you before Codliver Oil and other ingred
ients deteriorate.
ASK FOR BROWDER'S FEEDS BY NAME—
Ruby Chick Big Bog Scratch
Intermediate Biddies Choice
MADE and Gl'ARANYIKED BY—
Browder Milling Co.
,s11•••••••=61•61‘..11
The practice of "seed spotting" for
. soil erosion control is enabling many
farmers to plant oak, hickory, and
walnut trees without much expense.
says H. H. Bennett, Chief of the Soil
Conservation Service. This, he says
is Nature's method with the advan-
tage of selection added.
This practice, Bennett explains,
,insists in planting three or four
nuts of the species desired in small
:hallow holes 6 or 8 feet apart. This
cuts out the expense of buying seed-
lings and the necessity of digging
:teen holes. Under favorable condi-
tions seed spotting seems to be as
effective as transplanting seedlings.
Walnuts. hickory nuts, and all the
black oak are planted in early spring
white oak in the fall.
Under its program of woodland
management for erosion control, the
Soil Conservation Service in 1936
supervised the planting of approxi-
mately 2.000.000 "seed spots" on its
dermaistratain areas Present plans
cal' for 2.5o0,000 seedlings by the
lit method.
On 'he Set, ice's soil and water
conservation projects the seed spot-
ting areas usually are laid out in
openings in farm woodlands, on bad-
ly eroded places, and on steep hill-
sides to provide a soil cover that will
check erosion On hillsides the spots
are usually staggered so as to elim-
inate any open rows running up and
down the slope, which might lead
gullying. The soil around the spot
is "scalloped" to remove grass and
whICh would compete with
the young trees.
Most of the seed spelling has been
in the eastern part of the e, i.•
principally in the central ha:
region, where soil and din.
downs are favorable to th,
of oak. hickory, and walr
U.S. Breeders Import
More Purebred horses
Importations of horses from for-
eign countries increased greatly dur-
ing the past year, according to a
report by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. There were
853 horses imported for breeding
purposes in 1936, as compared with
419 in 1935 and 207 in 1934, accord-
ing to records kept by L. M Dean,
of the Bureau of Animal Industry,
who is responsible for certification
of purebred animals for free entry
tinder the tariff law.
More than four-fifths of the pure-
bred horses imported were of the
draft breeds. There were 469 Bel-
gians. 117 Percherons. 103 Clydes-
dales, and a few each of 4 other draft
breeds. The largest number of these
imported horses of the light breeds
were thoroughbrds, of which there
were 69 followed by the hackney
represented by 44 animals.
Importations of other livestock
as shown by the latest summary
vempiled by the Bureau for the fis-
cal year ended June 30, 1936 show
a total of 15,366 head of all classes
of purebred animals, which in-
cludes dogs and cats. This figure is
nearly 42 percent greater than the
total importations of breeding stock
for the same period in 1935 and 107
percent greater than the total for
1934.
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Lou Cost
Watches. Clocks & Time Pieces
of All Kinds Accurately Re-
paired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMPANY
orimmoicasasigawangsgsgmammgo
-
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-1.t.t IAL EARLY START COUPONS FOR CONTESTANTS
IN THE FULTON NEWS "SHOWER OF GOLD" CAMPAIGN
Mail This Coupon Within 36 Hour:, and
Receive 50,000 Extra Irotes
With First Subscription If Mailed MiWthin 36 Hours
After Nomination Is Receised
\ ame of Subscriber
t 'andidate's Name 
GOOD FOR 50,000 EXTRA VOTES
:Au, coupon sell! count 50.000 free votes when returned to the campaign
:nanager, together with the first subscription you obtain providing it is
used a Ithill thirty-six hours after nomination is made. It must be accom-
panied by cash and he subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 50.1/00 extra votes are in addition to the number given on the
sabscription as per the regular vote schedule.
GOOD FOR 100,000 EXTRA VOTES
FIRST WEEK COUPON
This coupon, when accompanied by fifteen yearly subscriptions or the
equivalent, will credit a candidate with 100.000 extra votes if turned in
during their first week of active entry.
Subscriber's Name -
Subscriber's Name
Subscriber's Name • -----
Candidate's Name ------
NOTE.—This coupon may be used any number of times during first
week in campaign.
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COAL • COAL • COAL
CALL US when you need Coal. We handle
a good quality of High-Grade Coal and can
fill your needs economically.
•JUST PHONE 23—WE DELIVER
W. M. HILL & SONS
CONTRACTORS FULTON, KY.
KEA Will Meet In
Louisville, April 11-17
The annual convention of the
Kentucky Education Association will
be held In Louisville beginning on
Wednesday evening, April 14, and
continuing until -Saturday, April 17.
The annual event is of great import-
ance to the more than 17,000 teach-
ers of Kentucky who attend in great
numbers. The program for the gen-
eral sessions is replete with inter-
esting and instructive features.
The president of the association,
Dr. Frank L. McVey, president of the
University of Kentucky, has assem-
bled for this session an unusual ar-
ray of nationally and inteinatiimally
known talent. Among the great
speaker% besides Governor A. B.
Candler, and Sup! Harry It Peter:.
wl.o will appear on iii' I.
ill I e De. Haloll '
Brooklyn. N. Y., a smiler 1.1 ii ti
tun1 a great religious leader. Dr
Si cknian will speak on Wednesday
evening, April 14, on the subject,
"The Spirit of Public Education."
Among other prominent persons
appearing on the program will be:
Robert Lathan, editor of the Ashe-
ville Citizen, orator and statesman;
Henry James Forman. author, world
traveler; Dr. Marie Bentivoglio, the
first woman to receive the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy from famed
Oxford University; Dr. Charles H.
Judd, Chicago University; Dr. Rich-
ard H. Brown, of the National Youth
Administration.
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Thrifty Home-Owners
PROTECTED!
HOW much have you invested in your
home? A sudden ripping windstorm; a disas-
trous fire ... what would it mean to you? The
protection of adequate insurance should be of
irst importance to all thrifty home owners.
Let us examine your policies and advise
s to whether your home is fully protected.
PLAY SAFE -- INSURE
iltVos insurance
Ageniky
LAKE STREET P1TONF
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SPRING
and high time to
overhaul your car
THE old story that "a stitch in time saves
▪ nine" applies just as pertinently to the
motorist. Minor adjustment:: and small re-
pairs may prevent serious accidents and avoid
costly damage later. It's sensible and worth
while economy to have your car thoroughly
checked and over-hauled before the summer
driving season begins.
Valves 'mond and adjusted, bearings checked,
pistons and carburetor arteully inspected and
adjusted—our killed and careful mechanics gist your motor
a thorough overhauling.
MOTOR
LINE lip WITH BEAR—We can straighten the frames,body, axles, etc., of your car to give perfect
allotment. Save wear and tear on your car and tires.
No charge for battery testing. We inspect
and service all standard makes of automobile
batteries Replacements and repairs quickly and economi-
calls made.
BATTERY
SERVICE Prompt. speedy aerstee for all ,nakes of cars.Mc base AN ailable a fell line of ttandard parts
and our skilled mechanics give )ou prompt and economies:
sersire at all times.
Brady Bros. Garage
STATE 1 ist -1 PHONE :9 FULTON, BY.
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Throngs of Easter and Swing
Shoppers crowded retail districts
throughout the country, sending the
volume of trade to higher levels than
during the previous week and the
corresponding period ast year, ac-
cording to reports from 37 key cities
to the Department of Commerce for
the past week Just received by its
Louisville District Office. Wholesale
lines were likewise buoyant. While
labor disturbances in many parts of
the country marred the picture,
wage increases were a compensating
factor and all segments of business
were responsive to strong underly-
ng nfluencer In many mportant res-
pects the reports gave evidence of
mre widespread optimism than has
been the case for some tme. A new
$2,000,000 department store in a
Chicago suburb opened with a rush
that overcrowded all departments.
Louisville reported that retail
business iii makng a rapid "come-
back" with sales in all categories
running well ahead of this period .
year ago, increases as high as 30%
being reported in many linen. Re-
opening of factories has accelerated I
spending generally. Wholesale veil-
ume is going right along with re- I
tail, especially in groceries, furni-
ture and home appliances.
Strike at tin oil refinery of about
60 workmen over union recogniti,ni
hours. etc.. and wage increae of lie
by a trailer manufacturing company
feature employment cenditems
Louisville. L. & N. Railroad recall-
ing telegraph operators for service'
in Western Kentucky on Henderson I
division. Placements in Kentucky i
for the past week by National Re-
employment Service 1,500, a dee-
reuse o; 47% under the precedingl
week.
Kentucky farm losses due to flood
waters now figured at $10,000,000
with 1.458 homes destroyed and 8,-
139 damaged; 21,661 in 71 of the
State's 120 counties affected; 5,108
farm bindings swept away; loss of
crops and animals very heavy.
Burley tobacco growers are burn-
ing beds for new crops; indications
are for greatly inlcreased acreage;
75% of Dark crop has been moved
in Western districts and new plant
beds being prepared.
Louisville bank clearings regis-
tered 35.2% increase over same week
of 1936.
10.481,828 pounds of burley sold
at Owensbro in western Kentucky
brought growers $2,106,450 past seas-
on.
Sae of $150,000 Lemon Estate, 10-
room home on 63 acres of land, fea-
tured real estate market in Louis-
ville.
At Lexington, Penn Bros., largest
growers of Burley tobacco in Ken-
tucky purchased 428 acres of fam-
ous Walnut Hall farm for $118.770
or $277.50 an acre—figure in line
with real estate boom days before
depression.
Farm in Scott county, near Lex-
ington, sold at $201 an acre.
National Forest Service announ-
ces purchase of 1.542 acres of land
in Cumberland National Forest in
Kentucky for $6,343; mostly in Whit-
ley and Laurel counties.
Perkins farm of 550 acres, mostly
TII I, 1.11T1,ToN COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
LFarm Cash income From MilkNlakes New Five-Year High
L'AltMlilati' cash income from the
nation's milk production totelen
$1.417,000.600 for 1936, an increase
of 1123,000,000. or $9 Per cent °yet
the 11e3G total, according to the Milk
Dolma," Foundation.
Farm milk income has increased
nearly GO per cent since the de
pression low. Cash milk Income
for December 1936 of $113.0011.00
was 91.6 per cent of the 1921-29
average compared with the 7th In
ales figure for agriculture no a
w hole.
Since milk production in 1936 is
estimated to have increased by 2
per cent to 3 per cent over 1925.
the past year's larger cash pay.
meats to farmers are chiefly due to
higher unit prices paid for milk.
Increasing consampUon of milk in
in timber, sold in Green county, Ky.,
for $25,000.
Work started on new 25 home con-
tract in Louisville to provide homes
for workers in new distilleries in
neighborhood.
Contract let for new $45,000 schoolin Floyd County, Ky.$35,000 high school to be erectedin Woodford County.
Plans announced for new tobacco
warehouse at Greensburg, Ky.
25 men will be employed in new
sewerage system in Salem, Ind.
Work starts on $120,000 new
school building at Madisonville, Ky.
New coal strip mines to be open-
ed on 470 cares of land in Hopkins,
Ky.
Birmingham, Ala., interests pur-
chase concern with large coal mine
in Bell county. Ky., will enlarge cap-
acity, working 400 to 500 men with
payroll of approximately $50,000 a
month.
A Louisville oil refining and dis-
tributing company has increased the
price of oil in its lines by 12 cents
. a barrel.
Sustaining $10,000 loss from rec-
ent flood, membership of a Method-
ist Church at Jeffersonville, Ind ,
voted to disband organization
fluid form, for which farmers re
calve their highest prices per quart,
also helped to increase dairy farm
era' milk checks,
While supply and demand are in
fair adjustment for the nation eu ii
whole, there has been an unusually
high production of milk in some
sections of the country.
Farmers are evidently feeding
their herds well despite high feed
prices. This, together with the high
percentage of cows being milked,
has ransed a substantial increase
in milk production In most inar
Sets.
To aid farm income this increase
In production can beat be marketed
through stimulating consumption of
milk in fluid form, as milk used for
butter and other products bring.
the dairy farmer lower prices.
J. C. Wiggins says any girl can
have beautiful hands if she will soak
them about three times a day in dish
water while mother rests.
"If matches are made in heaven,"
says Gip McDade, "then where does
cigar-lighters come from?
A gentleman is a man who suffers
in silence rather than teL his wife
that she snores.
According to Ward McClellan, put-
ting off until tomorrow what you
can do today is not a good idea; put
it off until day after tomorrow.
"If a sharp nose indicates curios-
ity," declares Paul DeMyer, "then I
suppose a flat nose indicates too
much much curiosity."
About the easiest way to get
training in the latest dance motions
s to turn over a beehive.
Heft Newhouse says there was a
time, years ago, when a man sitting
down v.'asn't a sure sign of labor
trouble.
According to Boss Neely a wise
man never attempts to tell a
woman's age by the candle-power o
her birthday cake.
Some movie stars can remem
their husband's first kiss, and oth
can't even remember their first hus
band.
IT'S TIME TO THINK ABOUT BEAUTIFYING YOUR
HOME, AND THE WAY TO MAKE YOUR HOME BEAU-
TIFUL IS TO FILL IT WITH FURNITURE, WELL SEL-
ECTED AND ARRANGED,
YOU WILL FIND HERE A VARIETY OF FURNITURE
TO FURNISH EVERY ROOM OF YOUR HOUSE. ANY-
THING FROM A COMPLETE OUTFIT TO THAT MUCH-
WANTED ODD PIECE. WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR
STORE AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY.
Wage increases Help Bust-,
netts and Labor Troubles ,
Rouen', Hurl Much as Yet
Spring weather caprices retarded
retail trade and losses from the pre-
vious week were encountered in
:not parts of the country, although
levels ahead of last year were main-tained, according to reports to the
Department of Commerce from 36
key cities for the past week, just
received by its Louisville District
Office. Farflung labor difficulties
did not seem to have much effect on
trade. Wholesale lines were very
active. An important feature of
many of the reports was the reve-
lation of widespread wage increases
which, coupled with those made ef-
fective in recent weeks, can scarce-
ly fail to add materially to public
buying power.
Louisville reported that with re,
habilitation of homes damaged by
flood waters going at full blast, re•
tail sales are running 25% ahead of
year age, with furniture and floor
coverings and appliances in lead
Some factories are operating over-
time to fill orders from wholesale
buyers. Eniployment in Louisville
is 20 to 30% above this time year
ago.
tlidi for Federal approval of $2,000,-
000 low housing projeet for 300 to
000 families.
81111/Ps
A Georgia sand and gravel com-
pany is loading supply of material
at Hickman, Ky., for use in road
building in West Tennessee, employ-
mg 25 men.
Garment manufacturing plant at
Franklin, Ky., reports net earnings
for 1938 of $741,869 as against $508.-
254 in 1935.
Mengel Company, Louisville lum-
ber manufacturers, report February
bookings 74 9% ahead of same month
of 1936, with increase of 61% in un-
filed orders.
Reynolds Metals Company, of
Louisville, reports 1936 net as $2,-
172.034, as against $1,419,267 in 1935
Fulton Iligh School
Honor Bid/ for
Fourth Six Weeks
SENIORS Boys, Harold Riddle;
girls, Rebecca Boaz, Mary Virginia
Whayne.
JUN1ORS---Boys, Ernest Hancock,
H. L. /tardy, Bobby Snow; girls
Elizabeth Allen, Annie Laurie Burn
Various industries are announcing et. Anna Kupfer, Sara Powers
ed to employees of a woolen mill;
wage increases; 10% inci CUM! award- iiKeantitilnekeineyWiRnetebetroi, cJaannealAil,ley, 
All 
yArts-.
12'4 to employees of a motor coach Sara .overs, June Alley, Myrtle
land gives 10% wage increase to 300'
line; refractories company at Ash-
employees; by-orodurts coke com-
pany at Ashland aye aids increase, of
I3c per hour, 200 affected; 150 em-
ployees of overall manufactory at
Scottsburg. Ind., get lie; increase.
National Reemployment Service
ieportecl 1,263 placements at work.
Louisville bank clearings increas-
ed 37.7% over year ago.
Salem, Id., reports icrease of $407,-
000 in volume of retail sales in two
years.
Receipts of Kentucky farmers for
products and benefits during Jan-
uary 1937, were $30,700,000 as a-
gainst same month in 1936 of $18,-
660,000, and $28,517,000 in 1935.
Tobacco punters all over district
busy burning and sowing plant beds.
Pendleton county, Ky., farmers
importing hay from northern states,
paying $18 to $26 per ton.
Western Kentucky strawberry
growers expecting higher prices as
result of flood damage to beds in
McCracken county, thus reducing
production. Ohio county growers in-
creasing acreage considerably.
A mortgage loan company announ-
ces plan to lend $1,000,000 on Louis-
ville homes during 1937, as compar-
ed wth $500,000 in 1936
Sale of tobacco warehouse and lot
in Carrollton by R. M. Barker, to
buyer who will erect three more
large warehouses.
Demand for Blue Grass farms at
satisfactory prices continues in Ken-
tucky, sale being reported of 260-
acre Kenny farm in Jessamine coun-
ty at $118 per acre.
Contract at $85,422 let for filtra-
to 
works.
npant at Richmond, Ky., water
Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corpor-
ation, Owensboro, Ky., to expend
$200,000 in construction of new fac-
tory buildings.
two distilleries at Owensboro,
Ky., to construct two new large bar-
rel warehouses.
Maysville, Ky., makes applica-
SOP OMORES—Boys. James I.
Batts, Felix Goasum; girls, Mary
Neal Bowden, Dorothy r,
Amanda Alice Deweese.
smith, Lucille. Gore,
Nlassie, Treva Whaine
FRESHMEN—Boys, K P. Dalto
Edmund c' k'. Thotiae: pipet iv,
Jimmie Lew is, Russell Travis, Glenn
Weetherspouti, girls, Ellen Jane Pur-
cell, Mary Mozelle Crofton, Mary
Norman Weatherspoon, Maurine
Ketchman, Kathryn. Brittain, Mary
Ethel Allen, Virginia Hill, Betty Ann
Read, Gloria Nelms, Virginia Haw-
kins. All A's, Ellen Jane Purcell,
Mary Norma Weatherspotin
TAR -Re,h4
their keenness
never varies
• MADE1 SIN( 111  1160 by the
inventors of the original safety rico
Mar EInglo-edge Blades have 64 year.
of ,prevision *sportier, strogpcd
Into thcir keen, long-lasting
edges. If your dealer can-
not supply you, mail
10e for 4 Wades to Dept.
VS-1, Star aiai. DIv
48 Johnson W' .
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dresses, Coats, Millinery, Suits, Shoes, Hosiery
and Bags — in all the newest styles and colors at
Popular Prices.
MRS. HOMEFOLKS: With the working efficiency oftoday's elearic refrigerators -stepped up- 50% to 60%,there is ;hist no comparison between the new 193,
 models andthose of only a few years age in trouble
-free, satisfactory service.
With no increase in prices, you now get much faster freezing
... more ice, frozen desserts, cold drinks . better food pro-tection ... greater storage space ... more work-saving con-
veniences ... handsomer appearance ... simpler mechanism
.longer life—and operating cost lower than cver.
0-.,er 7.200,000 decry* refrigerators are now in use. Manufac-ture and sales of the new models are booming everywhere.
Come in today for a demonstration. Learn wh‘ it is much toyour advantage to install one of the new lo3- refrigeratorsin your home at this time.
MI
Vast o. al 5e -an,
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Wastbiglions IlstrIgerstars
Locsi eeeders sell odser
cranderni nukes. All are
moderately pri.rd and sold
cc cons-conceit terms.
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E-CtRDENING FOR FRACR t( _j
Iii.
Gardeners all over the land are re.
discuscring the charm of fragrance.
For a long period celor schemes and
changing styles of des gn have com•
mended so much attention ti t the old
err of planting for scent was almost
forgotten.
With the trend chatigaig. v. ever,
the nose is comp.: mg with tho eye In
makifig final clecirinns on em lidates
Cr spring planting.
Et: III' Coat
the if smell is a:cerVtiat..1 in
the b: v.: bec.inte oeis
if gardea fri.granee when th • hr.!-
hart ltt et the sinreler .y f
1
...
,tints.
.4„ elelaWa 1 . ,464::;"
y
-AL),
4-1 
.1digkix"4! tr
•
k •ge 
In 1 a Iar ; •
leaved c : ,v • !. • •
Also mbors of the yellow. calla, Cal!,
elllott le a
end twilight wake, of flit' garden a
faI ryland. St/11111' dowers WIlt1PAI per-
form. Is not detected in the daylight
become fragrant nt night. Others
give off at night a perfume different
'torn their daytime scent.
The old.faellioned tuberose which
.affered • lapse of popularity for
many years because It was toil often
, used as a funeral 'tweet., is return-
ing to favor in gardens. being no
Inger used in limonite Its odor. too
••eavy for the taste of inany for
odour use, is delightful whiel diffused
a the evening ail A few bulbs planted
tong the garden path will be delight
fully evident on &Wilmer evening%
One of the most fragrant even
or% is the aught 'welded 5114 I.
Ity listed no nialthiola bicorni
A ....inewhat straggly, lilac•flowere,
not too attractive in the day
light, it emits In the evening, or attar
daylight shower. a cloud of genet
!loss. It should be sown where it is
to grow.
The sweet scented tt bacco. nicou-
ana alba, is surpassed by none in de-
lightful fragrance. Its long tubular
flowers close in timidity, but open as
evening opi roaches and give forth
their rich perfume
Sweet Rocket. a nerdy perennial
which grows easily (row !..ed. is a
most fragrant !bowel
Evening pritor- e1 notheras. are
native American It •lSers lit notabl.
evening friter..fice S. we aovr•ti.1 l•
i1,1. it •v.ering ••I ••
I, oct,her, an. e•
ritials They Ike (Iry s I 5, ••• le•
If 0.!1• 1! r
tin e'15., and ' .••
•Lr the lavvn a%
• i...!.
I .v I , s iy
Molt Beautiful Floss er. are Cro..s11
From Plant. ‘11lielt are ‘‘ ell Fed
Regardless of
flowers ha ‘e
common. They dl. r'
well prepared on,  
plenty of plant fo7d.
Before flowering Ile:Its can produce
flowers, they must first build the 111;:r-
tssitry plant structure. A pint that
Is starved for any one of the fourteen
essertial elements of plant food is slow
in reaching the stage where flowers
are ie...acbaced. Moreover, the flowers
that ;ire eventually produced are small
in Fire and few in number.
M St cf our soils have bsen
much of their fertility. due to 1..ng
periein, If use and eft.,.‘n We
cannot cepect to g cw large, beautiful
flowers tint.ess wc feed the piants. In
be sure to r'.cet
treat vuriety. I feeding perennials should have 2 or 3
racteristic ITt such feedings fel! -wing the initial ap.
J seil that lsI ted.n.
• ! •% f!.%••II U'
•ins al!
Al'.
. • PIA:it
• 
•
•
a1 Si ID\ • • .
40411;.• . •
.)
1u5 4. *Atm ILAN'S
r.ssi ?MOULD
racm I1s'rt.s,
.` Pt ra, if 1.1 Ts( 1
. . '..("a•1_;,;__i- • ;:s 
Al: yt...es of e. .. IOC I. : t•••• • !I - !;r.. •
t • spring niplicatoei f food. 11,e soil. ii's f 173st gardee
at .:ie . f 4 p. -0fJ: r hur.- 1•:..z.sure ' • The preper use i ,f
dre3 rfillaTC feet a second aprlica- j.i..nt f;. .1 os. ciars abur.dance of all
tlon of half this amount sh.nild be of Inc eke-I:ems plant• trust get from
made when flower buds appear. Heavy • the so.1, ava.lable for their use.
Ask Us About This New 2-Row
Shriting-Gang Cultivator for
Farmall 20 and Fcirmall 30 Tractors
THIS new McCormick -
1 Deering No. 221-6 Culti-
vator was developed to moot
the dentand fir a lighter .-. -nos
culti‘ator for the l'arn.,:11 211
and Farman 10 It
aliifting-gang C011,1 T..
with the fr•Ilit 
••IS II
the ask I !•.•
:re c,w.nected II; ho'
tit S '
then shift irz Len
dodging unesen !di!, is lairs..
as quick es the tool or'a .teer-
ii 7 aCtiou The cul/iN
simple in construction and Cal
1)•-• at: M.11111 lit removed in a
few inin;iti-N,
e can supply the, tie..
2.21-t; Cultisator with
-King teeth
al h hiflers, r.dary weederc.
and .01,-r csdpiipment to 1/10et
1.11";-,;IN alloi crop requite-
*, hincrag call le
f•;•1:.-.1 ,e, 1 f,r in harve-• •
NA us for complete infor n»i
lion on this nPa Farman CIA',
ator
McCormick-Deering Store
FI-1 TON, ET
Star Gardener
Here 1% a K.1111411 11.0.6111111i. a hilit
111.111tY1 cod ile.iiitiera say n all 1/18 popu-
lar this +piing. ills worn lay Gertrude
Michael. popular cinema star, and
%meteor gardener.
rnint /it's IIT.1 and
1;aral Highway pl.
Accomplish )1 itch \oii•
Et ankf, el. Ky., March 24-- Cli eel
cnoperation between Kentucky's lin-
t al Highway Ikpat tment and the
Ciovintiment's WPA. in the State.
Plot ing a boon to the -venial:try at .1
feeder tuad systems in appriiennate.
Is 75 percent of the counties in the
-Pity By working bigether the tuo
agencie • ate Il• Iit'climplistlifig
;Wady t a :1110.11I11 o of wrk
ilia! both ii.e.alipli•The•I a htie Wolk -
; ing separately in vast 5(111 s and the
I entitinance if this will
w-iit• ite it tia•-t
o yi.a. in 1,;-.1.. !ail tas nil iii
Itlfha (1.:),1 I WO It'll 
I, CI InCerned
11,so agencit...; fuel been w (it-k-
ing separately 1111111 late in 1936,
w hen they joined ItO ecs In Breck
enridge county TH. t esult of the
Iciimlunvel effort-, ef 1! i• two v..as a
siirpr: bilge ametitit id extra
as ,•ik amd a new peak in road pro-
slut-ti in was reached Rural Iiigh-
issay Commissioner, Cecil Williams.
;and his engineer, D. M. Phelps Jr .
pleased with the results of the co-
'ordination if the two agencies in
Brenckenridge county, immediately
bega work to unite the two forces
in other counties.
The Rural Highway Department,
whcah is gradually adding to its
mechanical units an t.:1511 county,
has plenty of road building
n 
equip-
ment and by adding its me and
machinery to the man pew ertti
the WPA. road production wall be
at a maximum To bring about the
eaopei ;item of the Rural Highways
and the WP,- it is necessary for
tile In each enutity to
agree wilt; Area Engineets I if the
I V. PA and the Rural 11112.1155 ay en-'
enfeets oh the s..e. e I.! ts.
AN INSPIRA MIN
v%'e 1.:1.1,%%. • of.
I s“ let us always lb 1:114 • •I 1:.o good.
'the true and the beautiful
Any Fulton man can !ay. claim to
strong will
-power if he can lake one
salted peanut and leave the l•alance
in the bag alone.
MAKE GARDEN PLAN; LITTLE GARDEN
DRAW IT ON PAPER WILL GROW A LOT
Use Ruled Form and Enter
All Types arid Varieties.
STUDY NS HID CATALOGS
AND PLAN YOUTI GOMA
ON DAMN DRAWING IT f?
10 Sal(
-
'These wilo nave nover tried it sew,
times have difficulty getting a giant, ti
plan drawn to scale, the tally s.iti
factory and acrurate wanner of get-
ting a workable plan on paper. The
simplest method Is to use paper ruled
off In squares. To save the labor of
deing the Job yourself with rule rind
Pencil it is an easy ,latter hi buy
i•aper already so ruled
Each square may represent a lout
••f measure in the garden plan. I f....t
square, 2 or 5 as desired. The first
step is to get the 'outside dimensions
II? the garden, the length and Width.
Tht`ti• rule ulT these dimensiuns liii
the paper to any selected scale. It
Is then an easy enough matter to fig-
ure out the space you wish to give to
different 5.egetables and fl. ,were. and
block off the squares or rectangles on
the paper, writing In the space laid
off the name ef the subject to occupy
it.
The flower garden is slightly mere
difTlcult to lay out. because It will usu-
ally have irregular or rinindeu con-
tours, but it can be managed with •
little practice.
Mark your plan with exactly the
types of vegetables and flowers you
....111 grew In cases where rows are
.1.1.d, as with veget:.1.1..s. write in the
! Where t!;... , rs !111!:.. he • :hi
Itt in an irregular te.rder, TUfT la rs
should be substituted. 'files... nuitilA•:-s
will relate to a key which tells not
only what kind of flower, but the ea-
riety, height and col••r. This latter
is important because it will assist you
to visualize the garden as it will lie k,
and aids materially in avoiding celer
clashes.
Plant si s-d if hardy
now-tampanuli,s. delphinium... .1
columbines and ethers.
_
Start putting in gladiulus fruni
until Jtuie.
Grow a Few (*acorn:non
l'egcialdes This Year
17. S. Department of Acrii utter,- List.
2,ne) Different a' "ties
According to the U. S. Department
of Agriculture thore are 2.000 s...parate
varietie.. S f grewn
co•iiitry
Ti the , 1. r ..
LIY I;•:• t. t•r:z.••• :a the
fall sh(,•v,. a• ,,I corn is knewn
about ti, e 0... ,:hborhoed for its sweet-
ness. this may n ,t i.e startling news;
but 1•• atmiteurs %I;
grew :a p,... corn and tomato
garden. : fr..e: year to
year. it •.I.! :155. len a little
curi .ty.
Vanity ad!, Ihterkst to veg.:I.-tile
gardenit•g. a few uncommon
edibles 55-11.en e•in he easily grown:
leek, a 1,r.• .• . il.,verer for
seal, • . • .1 ....
when fr.eci: chicory or
Erenen end,ve. for e, ..Titer salads : sal-
sITY Cr oyster !ant. a root with a dis-
tinctive da5.. 5shIch c.,n be left in the
ground ..ver a cost and :here are
many i thers. Look for them in the
new catalog.
r ANN,.
\ `
%'••,
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IT takes years of experience to recognize and
sel(ct the very hest of meat products. This ex-
!,erience is yours without cost when you use
I;EELFOOT PRODUCTS, because we buy and
,11 fir.t quality, choice meats.
REEL F0111. BRAND MEATS and SAUSAGE
are popular lucause they are wholesome, appr-
ti:ing and (If licious in flaror.
Just call your Grocer or Market and ask for
Reelfoot Brand Meats, Sausage, Breakfast
Bacon and Lard.
Reynolds Packing
Company
-theme of REELFOOT Products"
iNiox cm, TENNESSEE.
it!
lar11111111111,111WIVIIIMINIMMI11011,
• , essaiii•io
KRAUT. No. 21/2 Can, Each
TOMATOES, No. 2 Can, 3 Cans for
TOMATO CATSUP, 14 oz. Bottle
SMOKED (-RUNE MEAT. Pound
MATCHES, 6 Boxes for
COCOA, Fresh, 2 lbs. for
Five Foot Square Will Produce
Many Fine Edibles.
Lack ot space causes
many families to forego the ple1411t1.11
and benefits ot a home vegetable
garden, but the fantily which has
even a small amount of backyard
space. can mid shoe:flit utilize it, no
matter how smell it It.
Any space from a 5 foot SWIM,
may be profitably tl Iled into 4 ,
kind id a vegetable natch. The.,
and planning must, of course,
such a tiny undo rtal,ing, but win
careful ei.aisideratt et of the crop
most suitable to ••iievession, a Pill'
pl'INIIIttlY large amount id fresh, :ale
culent priehice may be gr.155.n fiat.
the table.
This problem of ste•eeN..101, Whiel•
!MIMI tip fidl•IW min ('I' fu by ;moth. r
A Small Kitt hall ti.neen lake, 'p
Only a corner ad Veer Hack let.
5 .•
II .1 I.
Cr
1:11(••.
•
it an i
it
1).11/14.•`; Ili I-, • •• f the
Seat!) its ,y I
'
p
Ii
666
I Ihlets
MAIVO, Ni,'.,' prow,
Try "Hula Nly 'Mtn"
World's nest liniment
checIt'.
(1)/4/)S
and
FEl'ER
First Day
Headache
'!01 minute.
OTHE BOSS GOT THIS•
HONEY OF A USED TRUCK
FOR LESS TFIAN ITS
MARKET VALUE-//1/40.".....0.,
GET A CLUE
SEAL USED TRUCK AT
YEAR'S LOWEST i91Cr..3!
I )1. l• ir • I. •,. • I. •
%altar 111/.1f ;, I ilit."
by Dodge I tenifri 'a, 011ie Si • it' ft lisle-
ha. ke.t 1••• ..1.1. i• • •. 1 -11
met pt1i,' hit .511h • .1i.•.I•••••
Sit%r Itnt,1 t I". • II. ItInt-
tir.s1 sale- nt A. t Loa!
TIt,r•ta rnito• lit ,• r••• 11,!I y
BARGAINS!!!
'36 Chevrolet Pickup $450
(A w,ifiderful bargain)
'35 Dodge Pickup S325
'29 Clu.vridut 1 • i4125
'33 Intern:ilium!! 1 1
, •;;;-, clit'','., ri.„"
Dullgo I • Tun SL.)
I New rear dual tirr
MOTOR COMPANY
1 1111'1H,
PLENTY TIME TO PAY
1111615•92111,1k T. 00 21.4111EMOMMOMMONS
1111ranynafairt4"4"
Easter Values
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEE l'S POI: YOUR EASTER EGG CANDIES
BED GAG CM. FEE. Pound 20c
i:i•1.1" 1:aspi-ryy 21 2-IL .iar •..nc
Lullucf..Grver Onions. Radishes and Tomalms
COOKED BRAINS. with Grary, Can 15c
HOMINY FLAKES, 16 oz. pkg. 9c
GARDEN SEED AND NEW SEED POTATOES
M A I.Z!:stiM A LIAM'S, Celliphane Packed, lb. 15c
BM REV SOAP, 1 Dozen Large Bars 17c
P. & G. SOAP GLINT RAE 3 FOR LI.4 1,I 
PURE FRUIT APPLE JELLY, Larcre Jar
SILVERWARE SET (Ask About It)
VANILLA WAFERS, Fresh, lb.
POTATOES 10 LBS. FOR
•'7)t.
59c
15c
7C,
L.irly June, Sifted Variety, No. 2 Can 19,
PHILLIPS VEGETABLES, No. 2 Can 9c
ARM & HAMMER SODA, 3 packages-____ 10c
OUP, Tomato, Vegetable, Large Tall Can 9c
EXTRA SPECIAL 10-lb. hag 2kMEAL GOOD QUALITY
SALAD DRESSING, Southern Lady, Quart 25e
DRY SALT CHUNK MEAT, Pound 15e
lie
22c
10e
171/2c
20c
15e
PICKLES QUART 1St
ORANGES, 176 Size, Nice Juicy, Dozen 31),
TABLE SALT, 3 Boxes for 10c
CABBAGE PLANTS, 3 Bunches 25c
CORN, Country Gentleman, 2 cans sr'-.a('
IT \C111'* Calif. Yellow Cling, No. 21 .2 can 14'
APPLE VINEGAR nRiNG YOUR JUG
GALLON 20c
WE Pay ..'r :thore VorkeI Prices In Trade for
Your Foos- Ifarket Priecs for Cash.
aialappo.
•
p.
a
rain,
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Stephenson's
t t . Near Old Jockey Yard Fulton, K
oar
